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The present study was concerned with seeking the

opinions of Nigerian employers, Nigerians studying in the

United States, and those studying in Nigeria concerning the

need for human resource development in Nigeria. Data were

collected through questionnaires mailed to selected Nigerian

employers and to Nigerian students studying at various United

States college campuses and at Nigerian university campuses.

Considering the shortage of skilled manpower and the

Nigerian government's dire need for Nigerians to fill impor-

tant positions, thereby helping in Nigeria's struggle for

development, it is anticipated that all the participants

studying at United States college campuses will return to

Nigeria at the completion of their college education. Thus,

the opinions of all participants were given equal treatment.

All respondents were expected to be knowledgeable in all

phases of Nigerian current development: its problems, needs,

failures, and successes.

In order to speed up responses to the questionnaire, a

group system approach was used. All the questionnaires

were mailed to twenty-two area groups and each area group was



assigned a distributor who was responsible for expediting and

distributing the questionnaires sent to that area group.

Of the 185 questionnaires, forty-five were mailed to

femaled participants. It was specially planned to include

female participants in this study because of significant

female contributions to Nigerian economy. Also, traditionally,

Nigerian women have been a neglected human resource. This is

a mistake which must be corrected immediately.

The questionnaire was developed to obtain information

concerning educational background, participant's main areas

of study, work experience, and the extent of the respondents'

knowledge about human resource development. The participants

were asked to express their opinions concerning the degree

of emphasis to be given to a variety of subject matter areas,

and the levels at which human resource development training

should be given in Nigeria. A letter of explanation accom-

panied each of the questionnaires.

The study is divided into four chapters. Chapter I

provides information about Nigeria, including its culture,

the people, and the problems of human resources. Chapter II

is a review of literature concerning concepts, assumptions,

problems, achievements, and the development of human resources

in America. Chapter III is a presentation of findings and

analysis of data. Chapter IV presents a summary, recommen-

dations and a conclusion.



Problems of unemployment and critical shortages of

skilled manpower continue to be rampant in Nigeria. The

present investigation, through an analysis of questionnaire

responses, seems to support the impression that little is

really being done by Nigerian organization to upgrade and

strengthen personnel talent in a planned and organized way.

Most companies have no central long-range goal to guide their

manpower development efforts. Much more time, effort, and

expense are likely being devoted to the introduction of new

operating systems or pieces of equipment than to the improve-

ment of people.

Recommendations include the following: That all course

offerings from primary through university education be evaluated

to determine their appropriateness in the curriculum in rela-

tionship to Nigeria's manpower needs. Specifically, courses

of a practical, vocational, scientific, and commercial nature

should be introduced into the curriculum at appropriate levels

to satisfy the needs of not only those continuing with higher

education, but those who will be school leavers at that parti-

cular point in their education careers.

Nigeria, in order to join the company of modern nations,

and still escape some of the pitfalls that this catching up

entails, must train her youths as well as her adults, while

weighing the effects of ever-increasing government expendi-

ture on education.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF HUMAN RESOURCE

DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS IN NIGERIA

There is a substantial unemployment among workers in

Nigeria, but a substantial shortage of scientists, enginners,

teachers, technicians, managers, administrators, and several

others in service occupations.

According to recent Nigerian study, one in five of

Nigerian high school students was dissatisfied with his

high school training. Ninety per cent thought schools

should offer practical courses to develop marketable skills.

Eighty per cent of those taking college entrance courses

would have their interests better filled by technical and

vocational courses. The study further emphasized that

employers are not getting what they want in new employee

skills (28, p. 19). Consequently, there is open unemployment

in Nigeria especially in urban areas. The unemployed

include adults with limited education and training, who,

nonetheless, want urban wage employment. There are also

many illiterate youths flocking into the urban areas from

the country side who cannot find the wage employment they

seek. The most pressing unemployment situation, however, is

1
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among youths who have finished their elementary education

and are now seeking wage employment in the urban areas.

Major Causes of Unemployment

The direct causes of unemployment on a local level

are various. It may result from a temporary period of job-

hunting on the part of new entrants into the labor market;

attempts of workers to move from their present job to a more

suitable one with a resultant period of unemployment;

seasonal fluctuations; declines in the volume of sales;

technological change; and other factors such as business

failures and disciplinary discharges. The relative impor-

tance of these are shown as follows:

1. New entrants into the labor force - - - - - 24.1%

2. Unemployed as a result of quitting
to look for another job- - - - - - - - - 9.6%

3. Unemployed as a direct result of
technological change - - - - - - - - - - 16.2%

4. Unemployed as a result of cyclical
fluctuations, indirect effects
of technological change, or
indirect effects of business
close downs- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9.4%

5. Unemployed as a result of seasonal
fluctuations - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 17.1%

6. Unemployed as a direct result of
business close downs - - - - - - - - - - 7.9%

7. Unemployed as a direct result of
project completion - - - - - - - - - - - 5.9%

8. Causes of unemployment unknown -- ---- 9.8%
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The relative importance of these causes varied, of

course, over the year, the two major changes being the

relative increase in the importance of seasonal unemployment

in the wet season, and of new entrants at the close of the

school year (34, p. 99).

Nigeria's natural and human resources remain largely

untapped. Its greatest potential and most valuable asset

is its human resources--men, women, and children. Nigeria

needs literate manpower to help develop its natural resources

adequately, since it is clear that excellent programs in the

areas of agriculture, health, welfare, slum clearance, town

planning, housing, maternity and child welfare centers,

costing millions of dollars, may fail to mature if the people

are not educated to use modern contrivances effectively.

Nigeria is not lacking in the ingredients needed for

industrial development. Mineral resources include tin,

columbite, lead, zinc, gold, iron, ceramic clays, quartz,

feldspar, silica, sand, limestone, coal, and oil. Water is

available in inexhaustible supplies, and, whilst power-

generating capacity is low, there is sufficient potential

available to absorb a moderate expansion of the industrial

load. What is lacking is investment capital and skilled

human experience.

Commenting upon the labor situation in 1954, the World

Bank Mission remarked:
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The general agricultural underemployment
provides a reservoir of potential industrial
labor, and a preference for cash income causes
many persons to migrate to the towns. Labor
moves freely even from region to region,
despite differences in religion and custom.
This is particularly true of the Eastern Ibo
and the Northern Hausa, the one because of
competitive conditions at home and the other
motivated at least in part by trading tra-
ditions (16, p. 268).

The comparatively slow growth of local industries has

given little opportunity for Nigerian to develop managerial

skills and little incentive to seek technical qualifications.

Furthermore, for generations the Nigerian has associated

social status, the exercise of responsibility, security and

the means of enjoying Western material standards of comfort

with government employment. The combination of these factors

still tends to inhibit the flow of persons with the requisite

standards of general education into industry and commerce

and into private business.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was the analysis of the need

for human resource development in Nigeria. Currently, Nigeria's

major problems include a high rate of unemployment and an acute

shortage of manpower. In analyzing this need for human resource

development due consideration was given to the fact that

Nigeria is a country in an early stage of social, political,

and economic modernization.
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Purposes of the Study

The purposes of the study are

1) to present opinions that will justify the need and

scope for human resource development in Nigeria;

2) to determine which areas of human resource development

programs must be given greater emphasis in order to

cope effectively with manpower needs in Nigeria;

3) to propose basic human resource development programs

that will meet the needs of different groups in Nigeria;

4) to suggest levels at which human resource development

should be given.

Limitations of the Study

The study was designed to analyze and identify the need

for human resource development in Nigeria. Consequently,

the study was limited to the use of questionnaires in seeking

the opinions of the participants concerning employment, wages,

and labor situations in Nigeria. In this study, there were

175 participants, including selected Nigerian employers,

Nigerian students in America and in Nigeria.

Suggestions, recommendations, and comments made in this

study drew heavily on my experience as a native of Nigeria.

Also, references were made to pertinent literature and

lectures. This study does not attempt to define all the

_ , R-
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Nigerian problems, neither does it offer solutions to them.

However, it is hoped that this study will be a starting point

for other studies aiming at finding solutions to Nigerian

problems of social and economic development.

Definition of Terms

High-level manpower usually refers to persons who have

completed at least a secondary course of education or its

equivalent. In Nigeria, the National Manpower Board classi-

fied high-level manpower into the followings:

1) Senior Category. Persons who are normally required to

hold a university degree, or a high professional or

technical qualification; e.g., Managers, Accountants,

Administrative Officers, Engineers, Auditors, Research

Officers, and Graduate Teachers.

2) Intermediate Category. Persons who are normally required

to have had from at least one to two years of specialized

training after the West African School Certificate or

high school diploma, e.g., Engineering Assistants,

Secretary-Typists, Laboratory Technicians, Executive

Officers (Civil Service), Foremen and Supervisors, inc-

luding those promoted from the Craftsman grades.

3) Other Category. Persons who normally hold the West

African School Certificate with technical orientation

and those with less than high school certificate.
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qualifications who have, in addition, undergone full

apprenticeship of craftsman or other special training

whether in a technical institute or in industry; e.g.,

Mechanic., Electrician, Stenographer.

School Leavers. Persons who are graduates of the

elementary schools regardless of whether they pass the

national sixth year examination or not.

Methodology

Data were collected through questionnaires. In order

to speed up responses to the questionnaires, a group system

approach was used. All the questionnaires were mailed to

twenty-two area groups and each group was assigned a distri-

butore who was responsible for expediting and distributing

the questionnaires sent to that area group. A letter of

explanation accompanied each of the questionnaires. Also,

each of the completed questionnaires was returned in a

stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Background Information About Nigeria

People and Culture. Nigeria is the most populous

country in Africa, and in area also ranks among the largest.

These factors in combination with the nature of its resources,

both human and natural, have made Nigeria one of the leading

nations in Africa (9, p. 8).
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The Federation of Nigeria attained independence in

October 1960. Its population of fifty-five million people

makes it the largest country in the continent of Africa,

accounting for more than fifteen per cent of the population

of the entire continent. Nigeria is divided into four regions

and the Federation Territory of Lagos, the capital. These,

with their capitals, are Western--Ibadan; Eastern--Enugu;

Northern--Kaduna; and Mid West--Benin City; the latter having

been formed on August 17, 1963 following a plebiscite held

on July 13 that year (18 p. 78).

Nigeria contains a very great number of groups of

people, each with their own language, culture, social orga-

nization and history. The largest groups, numbering many

millions, have a size and historical tradition that would

justify the name of a nation. At the same time, there are

some groups of only a few, closely concentrated, thousands

who have a clear identity of their own.

The three main languages spoken in the country are

those of the three largest groups. Hausa is basically a

hamito-semitic language; Yoruba and Ibo languages are spoken

by Yoruba and Ibo tribes, respectively. However, the language

of government, commerce, national politics, and higher education

is English. In the northern part of Nigeria, Hausa and English

languages have equal status in the legislature (33 p. 44).
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Climate. The climate is tropical, with some variation

mainly due to differences in latitude, topography, and vege-

tation, between the south which is hot and wet, and the north

which is hot and dry. In general, there are two seasons: a

wet season from April to November, when the prevailing monsoon

winds blow from the south-west; and a dry season from December

to March, when the harmattan blows from the north-east. The

Eastern and Western Regions have a warm climate with relatively

high humidity for most of the year, although cooler conditions

with a lower humidity exist in the north west of the Western

Region and north of Enugu in the Eastern Region. Most of

Northern Nigeria has a hot, dry climate, although temperatures

drop during January and February due to the cooling effects

of the harmattan. The Plateau area is cooler throughout

the year than the rest of the Northern Region (2, pp. 4-5).

Rainfall. In the coastal area which has two wet seasons,

the main rains fall in May and June and secondary rains in

September and October and the total annual rainfall averages

100 inches. The rainfall is, however, considerably less in

Lagos and much higher in the southeast near the Cameroon

border where it exceeds 150 inches. In the north where there

is only one wet season with rains reaching their peak in

September, the annual rainfall average ranges between twenty

and forty inches.

.
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Temperature. March and April are the hottest months

and November and December the coolest. Mean minimum tempe-

ratures range from seventy degrees Fahrenheit (210 C.) in

the south to fifty-five degrees Fahrenheit (130 C) in the

north and mean maximum temperatures from ninety degrees to

ninety-five degrees Fahrenheit (32-35 C.) in the south and

100 degrees to 105 degrees Fahrenheit (380 - 410 C.) in the

north. There are often marked diurnal changes and north of

the Jos Plateau day temperatures of 1200 Fahrenheit (490 C.)

have been followed by night temperatures as low as fifty

degrees Fahrenheit (100 C.).

Humidity. Relative humidity varies throughout the

year although the north is at all times less humid than the

south. The overall average is eighty per cent but rates of

ninety-five per cent are known on the coast and ten per cent

is not uncommon in the north in the afternoon (29 p. 215).

Government. The traditional systems of political

organization are not definable by party, but by type of

organization. They are 1) the Northern Emirates; 2) the

Yoruba Kingdoms; 3) a multiplicity of smaller units

sometimes with kings or chiefs, sometimes with no more than

clan or village leaders. These latter groups, unorganized

to European eyes, are most common in the Eastern Region and

the Middle Belt. The British aimed to establish democracy

in Nigeria; hence the British Government encouraged the
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growth of political organizations which could potentially

take over control, and initiated elections. Essentially,

the British Government certainly hoped that parties of a

truly national character would arise, but tribal differences,

and even the complete lack of real knowledge and understanding

of other peoples, led the three major tribal groups: the

Northern People's Congress, exclusively in the North and

especially in the northern area of the North; the Action

Group in Yorubaland and having little appeal elsewhere; and

the National Council for Nigeria Citizens based on Iboland,

but, like the people, having influence outside, ,especially

in the west (20 p. 35).

The constitution under which Nigeria gained her

independence provided for the exercise of government through

a Governor-General, a Federal Government and three Regional

Governments until it became a Republic on October 1, 1963,

when the Governor-General was replaced by a President, elected

through an Electoral College of members of the Senate and

House of Representatives, and to hold office for five years.

The 1960 Constitutional provisions for the Federal and

Regional governments, with minor exceptions, remain in force.

The main exception is that the Prime Minister and Premiers

may not be removed from office except by a vote of no

confidence on the floor of the House. Under the 1960

Constitution, upheld in the Republican Constitution, there

is an "exclusive list" whereby the Federal Government retains
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sole powers in a number of fields including external affairs,

aviation, banks, census, maritime shipping, mines and

minerals, defence, posts and telegraphs, trunk roads and

railways; and a "concurrent" list of matters falling within

the provinces of both the Federal and Regional governments.

All other subjects are the sole responsibility of Regional

governments. Federal law is superior in cases of dispute

(7 pp. 130-135).

Chiefs In the New State. The recognition of chiefship

does not imply any wish for the political domination of

chiefs. Howbeit, the most sophisticated politicians usually

wish chiefs to continue to exist, and the chiefs are treated

with great respect (19 p. 11). There is no doubt that today

the elected politicians have the upper hand in any serious

clash of authority, and they have various ways of making it

unrewarding for chiefs to use their local influence in

opposition to their policies; for example, by the recognition

of a rival candidate in a dispute over succession, or by

re-drawing the boundaries of a local authority, since it

has nearly everywhere been found necessary to make the lowest

level of local authorities correspond with the areas of

chiefdoms.

In Nigeria, the chiefs have been fitted into a two

chamber system on the Westminster model. In each of the

three Regions of the Federation there is a House of Chiefs
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with amending and delaying powers comparable to those of

the House of Lords. The greater de facto power of the Emirs

in the North is reflected in the greater voice of the

Northern House of Chiefs; whereas the other two can do no

more than delay a measure six months, the Northern House can

press its opposition to a point where it has to be resolved

by a joint session of both Houses. In order to be eligible

for membership of a house of Chiefs, a person must be

recognized by the government as being a chief.

The Nigerian government has attempted to open up

opportunities for literate chiefs to play more active role

in non-traditional sectors of government. For example,

literate chiefs have served as Nigerian Ambassadors to

foreign countries. Others have served as delegates to the

United Nations. Chiefs have been encouraged to retain the

dignified ceremonial and colorful attire which surrounds

the institution. Chiefs moving in state with their linguists

and tool bearers, under multicolored umbrellas, and with

their corps of drummers are familiar figures on all types

of ceremonial occasions ranging from dances at the State

House to dedication of church organs, from the opening of

new factories to the proroguing of Parliament.

Religions. Paganism--Before the impact of any of the

major world religions there was a complex pattern of "pagan"

or "animistic" religions sometimes unique to a tribe,

m
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sometimes shared completely or in part with other tribes;

these are still in existence today, but are slowly dying

out. Paganism ranges from examples of the earth cult and

ancestor worship, representing the earliest manifestation

of man's religious beliefs, to the complex pantheon of the

Yoruba. The latter cannot be idly dismissed as too primitive

to be classed as religion; there is a belief in a Supreme

Being, and in a number of minor gods who are consulted on

day-to-day matters. Oshun, for example, is a deification

of a heroine who won a battle for the peole of Oshogbo at

the river which now bears her name; at the same time, she

is personified in the river which waters the fields of the

area, so she is the person to whom appeal should be made in

agricultural matters (3 pp. 135-146).

Christians are concentrated mainly in the south and

include adherents of theAnglican, Baptist, Presbyterian,

Roman Catholic, Methodist, and Seventh Day Adventist

churches. It is probably true that the Christian is less

likely to engage in pagan rites and festivities than the

alleged follower of Islam; but there are many "Christians"

who are still drawn to the older beliefs on occasions of

stress and calamity, especially in connection with traditional

matters.

Christianity was established firmly in the nineteenth

century, progressing inland from the coast in the opposite

direction to Islam. Christianity is especially strong in
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the Eastern Region, where the Roman Catholics are the largest

group; it has met comparatively little resistance from

previous beliefs. Christianity has made little progress in

the northern Nigeria, being confined to the pagan areas in

the Middle Belt, and Plateau areas that had remained untouched

by Islam (8,p. 85).

Islam was the first major religion to spread into

Nigeria, coming across the desert and through the Sudan in

the natural course of trade. It was consolidated in West

Africa by the actions of successive devout leaders of the

different Empires of this area of the Sudan, culminating,

as far as Nigeria is concerned, in the Fulani Jihad which

threatened to "dip the Koran in the sea", a boast now used

by wild young politicians in the North to imply the dominance

of that Region over all Nigeria. It is said that Islam

"moulds the life and outlook of two-thirds of the population

of the Northern Region" (5, p. 15).

Family Life. Marital Roles--The individual selection

of a spouse was certainly not absent in traditional societies,

though most of the marriage procedures may have been conducted

by the parents and brothers of the couple, and betrothals

in infancy were common within many ethnic groups. Today one

often hears of the unskilled urban worker who, having saved

enough to make a partial payment towards the dowry, sends home

to his parents and asks them to find in the village a suitable
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wife whom he might marry on his return from the town. But

most educated Nigerian men met their wives at school and

colleges; some of the women were perhaps, sisters of their

classmates, and their parents were asked to ratify the mutual

choice.

In Nigerian traditional societies stress was placed in

the choice of a wife, not only on the health and character

of the woman but also on that of all the members of her

descent groups. The young educated men now expect to court

their wives and to develop, before marriage, strong emotional

attachments. The attitudes of the Nigerian young men have

been influenced by the cinema and popular overseas magazines.

However, it is interesting to note that many of the Nigeria's

tribal customs continue to retain their identities. For

examples the introduction of money gave strength to the insti-

tution of dowry, or bride wealth paid by the man to his wife's

family. Kissing (on the lips) continues to be considered a

very unorthodox practice in most parts of Nigeria. The

extended family ties are maintained. An important aspect

of the Yoruba tribe of Western Nigeria is that native

political titles often go with the position of the extended

family (34 p. 56).

When the number of well-educated women is small, the

search for a suitable wife often results in a man selecting

a woman from an ethnic group other than his own. Electing

a wife from other ethnic group is apt to puset the parents,

,.b:a..r" = .MS a. aP .. .,. =: :=n':d k liio '_' , iflw® sew+a. . 6
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who would prefer the marriage to create a meaningful alliance

with a neighboring family. In Nigeria, the choice of a bride

outside one's tribe tends to deter the young couple from

interacting intensely with their respective kin and from

participating in the affairs of their home community.

However, as the number of educated women rises, the tendency

to select a wife from one's own locality increases.

The Urban Family Life The urban family differs in

composition, function, behavior patterns and cohesion from

the tribal family that was. For example, within the tribal

environment, the child grew up largely among kin. In the

tribal family behavior patterns between different categories

of kin were characterized by a precision that is lacking in

modern western societies, and complemented each other so that

the child, and later the adult, had a secure network of

varied and predictable human relations. Father's brothers

and mother's brothers were not "uncles" as in contemporary

western culture. Father's brothers as well as mother's

brothers are "fathers", senior or junior depending on their

relationship to the actual father, and they are all people

who exert authority and have to be treated with deference

and respect. In the tribe, the child learns by imitation

and by gradual informal training on the part of kin and

age-mates (32 pp. 9-11).
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Parents and Children. Few contrasts could be greater

than that between childhood in a traditional Nigeria Compound

and in an elite home. In the elite home, the child is

reared within the nuclear family and with the aid of a house

maid; in the traditional family, the child is surrounded both

by a number of adult relatives, most of whom take a hand in

disciplining him, and by scores of children as playmates.

Educated fathers seem anxious to reverse the authoritarian

role so common not only in traditional societies but also in

many early elite families with moral codes. The educated

fathers realize that their children's future depends not on

"fate" or the "will of God" but on the encouragement that

the children are given to develop their initiatives. Mothers

actively train their children to walk and talk, instead of

waiting for the child to develop such techniques in his own

time.

Children are disciplined by corporal punishment and

a number of other means. Discipline often takes the form

of flogging with a whip or stick by a parent or older sib-

ling. Children are punished for refusing to take part in

farm or household tasks or for running away from assigned

work projects without finishing them, and also for fighting,

lying, and stealing. Occasionally a child who refuses to

work would not be fed for a day.
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Clothing. In the southern part of Nigeria, the main

outer garment, the "agbada", is made from prints. Likewise

the women's wrap or dress is made of printed fabric throughout

the country. In the south each tribe often each locality,

will have its own pattern and color scheme, some of which

date as far back as many years. In addition to everyday wear

garments made from special patterns are worn for important

ceremonial occasions. In Yorubaland, one can observe a

wedding or a funeral where an entire clan is clothed in

the same pattern, purchased specifically for that event.

Most of the less expensive rayon prints are consumed by

easterners and by the women in the north. Dyed goods are

used for trousers, uniforms of all kinds and household

furnishings. The greater part of unbleached grey goods are

consumed in the Muslim north, providing the material for the

traditional "riga". In both the south and the north, grey

or bleached fabrics are used for the trousers and vest.

Nigerian Traditional Collective Markets. The greater

volume of goods sold at retail are, however, not sold through

such department stores and branch outlets. Rather, collective

market areas, somewhat like bustling farmers' markets in the

United States, are the retail shopping centers for the

average Nigerians. These collective markets constitute

indisputably the heart of the economy, and an understanding
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of them is essential to an understanding of the mainstream

of commercial activity in Nigeria.

Collective markets represent an effective adaptation

of the needs and facilities of the people to the environmental

setting of the land. The controlling factors are several,

as they are to varying degrees in other tropical developing

countries: 1) a hot, humid, and deteriorating climate,

2) a profusion of edible products, 3) a high population

density, and 4) a low per capita purchasing power. Food,

accounting for about six per cent of the average Nigerian's

purchases, is the basic need which the collective markets

must serve.

The result is a rotating market, forming at traditional

time intervals of four, five, or seven days, setting up in

temporary facilities, drawing from a ten to twenty-five mile

radius, then moving sequentially to other markets in the area.

In this way fresh food and other products are brought frequently

to the buyers, small unit purchases can be accommodated, and

investment by sellers in permanent facilities for preservation

or display of goods is not necessary.

A good-sized market may attract 5,000 sellers and as

many as 25,000 to 100,000 customers in a single day (4 p. 15).

The general impression given by a market is one of activity-

the movement and noise of thousands of people and the maze of

colorful product displays. Some markets specialize, for
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example in textiles, or meats, but most sell a very broad

range of consumer products, including vegetables, fruits,

meat, fish, fowl, staples, tinned foods, medicines, cosmetics,

soaps, earthen and metal pots and pans, plastics, glassware,

textiles, clothes, shoes, adorments, basketware, hardware,

and candies. Sellers of similar products learned long ago

to group together, and therefore markets tend to be divided

into organized sections.

The great majority of market traders are women.

Traditionally, trading for women has been a logical differen-

tiation from the more laborious farming and fishing activities

of men. Also, fathering in the collective markets provides

a social outlet for women, to such an extent that trading

is not usually regarded as a particular type of occupation.

Most market traders specialize in a narrow line of

projects, for example, peppers, jewelry, enamelware, or cloth,

but some will sell broader, related lines such as soaps,

medicines, and cosmetics together. A trader's quantity of

goods available is limited to what she can carry on her head

for the distance she must walk to market, possibly with the

assistance of her children. Thus her stock is seldom large.

Competition is extremely keen.

Displays are meticulously arranged so that each item

is visible. As much as two hours may be spent stacking up

goods several feet high to attract the eye of the shopper.

Bargaining is the general rule, sometimes animated and
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vociferous, sometimes quite subtle. A price once offered can

be changed if accepted too quickly, thereby reinitiating

the bargaining process. Daily sales volumes may range from

ten to one hundred dollars or higher for traders in some

lines such as textiles.

A trader does not expand by setting up branch operations.

Usually the people working with her are too few, limited to

members of her own family. Rather she will develop a portion

of her trade as wholesale, gradually making the backward

transition complete.

Within or around the edges of most market areas can be

found such tradesmen as tailors, carpenters, blacksmiths,

tinsmiths, goldsmiths, grain millers, and repairemen for

bicycles, shoes, and watches. Bars, food shops, and refre-

shment kiosks also are common. And never absent are the

"hawkers,I" usually young girls started early in life by

their mothers selling prepared food, nuts, or biscuits from

baskets carried on their heads.

In many larger cities the "mammy traders" have organized

themselves into local market associations, numbering hundreds

of women each. These associations can be extremely powerful

in lobbying for improved physical facilities, tax reliefs,

or other matters such as better schools for their children.

The market traders do, after all, largely control the cash

;AW
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of the economy. Their place is paramount in the commerce of

Nigeria and therefore most important in the development of

the country.

Nigerian Human Resources and Skill Formation

Labor Force. Nigeria's human resources amounted to

45.2 million people in 1966 with 44 per cent of the population

under 15 years of age. In 1966, women, largely in the

services sector (teaching and nursing), accounted for 2.1 per

cent of the total employment. This figure had risen to 6.9

per cent by 1970 (10 p. 9). Nigeria is a young and rapidly

growing nation: despite a very high infant mortality rate,

annual population growth is estimated to be two per cent.

Incentives to Work. Any incentives to work including

the wage itself are of limited effectiveness because an

absence of conscious need, contentment with little, and

consequent improvidence typify tribal life everywhere in

Africa, and particularly in Nigeria (15 p. 35).

For a long time, the Nigerians have been satisfied with

low level of subsistence. Until recently, most Nigerians

did not see any need for wage earning. Wage earning in a

sense was considered a luxury and was often used for the

provision of luxuries. However, customary practices have

come into contact with the new life, have gone through a

process of monetization and have been integrated into the new
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pattern. For example the bride-price, once a certain number

of goods and services, is now a sum of money (13 p. 13).

Traditional Patterns of Entrepreneurship. The

Nigerian appears to be an instinctive entrepreneur: the

number of small traders and peddlers who operate in shops,

in market stalls and on the streeets and sidewalks of Nigerian

communities are countless. In Nigeria, says Nyhart, "The

entrepreneur, the accomplished trader, the economic man is

to be seen everywhere." (23 p. 22).

The chief characteristic of this group of entrepreneurs

is their individualism. They operate as sole proprietors,

presiding over a stock that can range from a few dollars'

worth of peanuts to a store banked with thousands of pounds

worth of colorful bolts of fabrics. They may be assisted

by family members, but control rests with the owner. The

only nexus between governmental regulation and this form of

enterprise may be the Registration of Business Name Act that

requires registration if the business is conducted under a

name other than that of the sole owner or the partners.

Quite often, the act has served a purpose contrary to its

intention. It has been used to give the color of legal

organization and government approval and control to enterprise

that is not organized and is subject to no control whatsoever.

The owner himself, in some cases, appears to believe that

his certificate of registration, for which he pays a small
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fee, is evidence of such approval. Nyhart cites instances

of businessmen who believed that registration actually limited

their personal liability for business debts (23 p. 130).

Beyond sole proprietorship, the range of business

associations known to Anglo-American jurisprudence are open

to the Nigerian. There is an aversion among Nigerians to

forming business associations among themselves, and even

partnerships are rare. This is based not merely on dislike

of sharing control but also on lack of trust. This is said

to stem from the prevailing low level of business ethics.

While this appears, indeed, to be a substantial factor, the

prevalence of sole proprietorship may also have a rational

explanation in the closeness of amily in Nigeria. Loyalties

are not split-one running to the family and another to the

business, and demands made by the extended family on a

businessman do not distinguish between his personal wealth

and the assets of his business. In fact, family demands tend

to be proportionate to his success in business. Thus

Nigerian partners find it difficult to develop loyalties to

each other that are not necessarily higher than, but are

distinct from, those to their respective families and that

can isolate the business from the families and their demands.

Hunter has described the African trader's hardships thus:

The trader is attempting to build up an
individual business in a rough sea of social
change in which his obligation to an extended
family are felt as binding, and in which he
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must help at many launches and many rescues.
The general flux and instability around him
strain his business in other ways. Customers,
themselves under stain, default on credit;
employees stea; inefficient relatives have
to be kept on the staff; customs officials
or police may suddenly become difficult or
demand bribes (14 p. 17).

Small Enterprises in Nigeria

The following particulars concerning the "small

entrepreneur" are valid primarily with reference to Nigeria,

and illustrate the diversity of persons discharging functions

of this order.

1. Skilled artisans, such as the village blacksmith

and carpenter and the urban motor repair man who

combine technical skills, rudimentary business talent

and small savings that enable him to expand his workshop

gradually into a small manufacturing unit. It is

specially in such trades as metal and wood-work and

tanning-trades characterized by piece and batch

production, where the "financial threshold of entry"

into small-scale industry can be rather low--that

small factories emerge from the handicraft sector.

2. Merchants, who are familiar with the marketing

function in industry, and who are generally aware of

the opportunities for profit which are the reward

of domestic production of consumer goods as an alter-

native to importation. This group is particularly
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active in the processing industries, such as soap

manufacture and textile weaving, which have a low-to-

medium financial entry threshold and do not require

great technical know-how for successful operation.

3. Farmers, with large holdings, including rural

traders who control agricultural output and/or trade

and who are frequently engaged in agricultural pro-

cessing industries such as grain-milling, oil-pressing,

cotton-ginning, logging and saw-milling; these industries

require a good understanding of produce marketing but

rather modest investment and limited technical knowledge.

4. Retired civil servants and members of the armed

forces with administrative experience and leadership

talent; young graduates of technical schools who esta-

blish themselves as independent small businessmen,

particularly in the modern skill-intensive and techno-

logically progressive industries (such as precision

engineering); skilled workers and foremen in large

factories with some savings and a desire to branch out

on their own; educated persons with a rather specialized

technical knowledge (such as pharmacists) that can be

profitably invested in small processing units (including

the pharmaceutical and toiletries industries), (31 pp.

10 - 24).
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The above indicates considerable variety in background

and experience of those establishing and operating small

enterprises. For many small industrialists, experience

accumulated prior to joining the small-scale manufacturing

sector relates to technical skills; they do not, however,

possess the required complement of marketing knowledge.

Others may be experienced in marketing operations, though

such experience is not always an appropriate preparation

for successful management of an industrial establishment.

Others still, with a civil service or military background

which has familiarized them with general organization, may

have no business acumen. Some groups, like urban merchants,

are likely to welcome innovation and change, while small

industrialists emerging from the traditional artisan sector

are generally more conservative in outlook. This peculiar

pattern of enrepreneurial origin, and the corresponding

imbalance in knowledge and skills, will naturally influence

the design of training programs for small industrialists

(12 p. 26).

Labor Migration. There are two types of labor migration

in Nigeria. The first, seasonal migration is governed by

the farming cycle and is well known in other parts of the

continent. The second, of greater quantitative significance,

consists of more permanent movements from the homeland. The

great bulk of seasonal labor originates in Northern Nigeria.
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A short wet season in this area means that during large

portions of the year, the primary economic activity, farming,

can only be carried on on a very limited scale. Thus it is

to be expected that many will seek work elsewhere during the

dry season (11 pp. 19 - 21).

However, by far the most significant labor movement is

migration of a much more permanent nature. This migration,

of southerners to the north and easterners to all regions,

takes precedence over the seasonal movements because of its

longer duration, greater numbers and high skill content.

Although the regional government policy of Northernization

sharply restricted the flow, the more educated, technically

advanced southerners were still important as clerks and

skilled labor in the large firms, public corporations, small-

scale industry and the service sector. Essentially, unskilled

northerners continue to move south seeking casual employment

in various forms of arduous physical labor.

What is the effect of this "migrant" pattern on labor

commitment and labor performance? Does it lead to high

rates of labor turnover and consequent low productivity?

Research has shown that although the Nigerian wage-earner

persistently remains a "migrant," refusing to settle perma-

nently in the towns, he nevertheless remains fully committed

to wage-earning. If this is so, the question is, in what

sense is the Nigerian worker a migrant? Yesufu writes:
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It is interesting to note that no matter
how long the Nigerian worker may have
remained in wage employment or even with the
same establishment, he retains a continuous
link with his village home or town. For
example he spends his holidays, more often
than not, in that village. He sends some
of his money to his parents and relatives
and in return, sometimes gets food from
them. In a period of protracted unemploy-
ment he goes back there, and if he works
to an old age, he retires from the city
to his village (35 p. 119).

Skill Formation and Development. In tracing programs

for the development of human resources in Nigeria, there were

many factors in the last two decades which affected the

total school program and thus, human resources. Among these

influences are the secondary modern school movement, which

brought a somewhat different focus into programs for Grades

seven, eight and nine; the consolidation of small schools

into larger school units, making possible the teaching of

a wider variety of subjects in one secondary school; and the

marked increase in the proportion of young people attending

high school, resulting in a more heterogeneous group and

permitting the development of programs to meet a greater

variety of needs. Currently, in Nigeria, the use of radio,

recordings, educational television, and teaching techniques

for which teachers need to be prepared. The increase in

research in education and psychology provides a sounder base

for understanding youth and for developing effective methods

of teaching. Schools are experimenting with much less rigid

-A-110 -
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techniques, with different groupings of pupils and different

sizes of classes, and with the use of laymen to assume some

of the responsibilities teachers have carried. All these

developments are important to most if not to all Nigerian

teachers.

These education developments, the manual training

movement, the changes in school organization and personnel,

the increased research experiments on school problem--are

only part of the picture of change which has importance for

human resource development. Social, economic, scientific,

and technological changes which are having a tremendous

influence on Nigerian society have been occuring at a

quickening speed. As these changes occur, a revamping of

human resource development programs is essential. Modern

living demands that the gap which has existed between what

is happening to society and what the school does to prepare

future members of that society should be closed as tightly

as possible.

A program concerned with human resource development

cannot ignore such all-encompassing changes. The accele-

rating rate of change demands a continuous evaluation. It

is apparent that a program adapted to the early part of the

century will not satisfy the needs of the second half of the

century. In fact, a program adapted to the early 1940's

. - _
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is not adapted to the early 1960's. A few changes are

indicated and some of their meaning for human resource in

development is discussed.

Rural to Urban Living. In 1950, about nine in ten

persons lived on a farm. The family was a relatively

independent production unit. In 1965, however, only six

of ten persons lived on a farm ( 1 pp. 141-142). Nigeria is

gradually becoming an industrial economy; the home is now

primarily a consumption unit. Both the city and the sur-

rounding towns have brought family members into closer

proximity to others and given them a wider diversity of

contacts. The use of mechanized equipment has replaced

much of the physical effort.

Population changes are bringing different problems to

families and to Nigerian communities. For example, in 1953,

the Nigerian population census was 40 millions and in 1963,

it was 55 millions (21 pp. 289 - 310). This great increase

has created a need for more and bigger houses as well as for

more educational facilities and teachers, and has given rise

to concern lest the education needs of young people cannot be

met.

Improved health conditions have resulted in an increasing

proportion of population in the upper age group. The increased

numbers of children complicate the life of many young Nigerian

::,;
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mothers, especially with their husbands away for long days

and their relatives usually living in another community.

Occupational Changes. The changes in occupations have

not been confined to those from farming to industry, though

20 per cent of the total number of farm workers, or 1.6

million, left the farm from 1960 to 1970. Automation is

rapidly taking over the unskilled, routine, and semiskilled

jobs, requiring that more and more people develop technical,

professional, or managerial skills. Thus, the period of

education is necessarily lengthened (17 pp. 10 - 11).

Not only is more education demanded, but it is

increasingly necessary to expect education and re-education

to be continued throughout life. Deciding upon the kind of

education for young people, is more difficult with so many

uncertainties about the future. More long-range planning

from meeting the rising costs of education is needed. Fear

of job insecurity affects many families. All of these are

relatively new aspects of Nigerian culture with which many

families need help. In addition, Nigerian society must face

the question of whether there are service occupations or

technical skills which require understanding and abilities

which they are best prepared to develop and make available

through the schools.
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Education. Education in Nigeria is a direct outcome

of European influence in Africa. From the beginning, edu-

cation was monopoly of the Christian missionary socieities.

The mission school was a very powerful instrument for rapid

christianization. Most educational instruction at the higher

levels are in English. The students come from every section

of the population. Some of the students are second-generation

educated, and other students are from illiterate homes.

In Nigeria, as in all other part of Africa, education

is regarded as the key to progress, as the most necessary

instrument needed to equip the Nigerians for new responsibi-

lities. A real start was made in education in the nineteen

fifties to expand the school facilities, mainly at the

primary level with the introduction of what was known as

the Universal Primary School Program. All six year old

children were expected to go to school. The development of

secondary education in Nigeria was almost completely in the

tradition of the English grammar school and the English

Public school. The missionary schools followed the grammar

school pattern and the government secondary schools that of

the public school pattern. In the southeast part of the

country the traditions of the Scottish Presbyterian church,

and in some parts of the western and northern Nigeria, a few

schools established by American missionaries bore features

of the American high schools except that such words as

"semester", transcript, quiz, and grade point average will

.
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be very new to a Nigerian teacher. Emphases are placed upon

the literary aspects of the curriculum through the requirements

of the National School Leaving Certificate Examinations

for all graduating seniors at the elementary and high school

levels.

There are facilities for post-secondary education.

Currently, Nigeria has five universities and several other

institutes of learning which include teacher training colleges,

secondary schools, and vocational centers (28 pp. 19-30).

Vocational Education. Relating the training of girls

to local conditions and needs was also a matter of imaginative

experiment. At Akure, the Church Missionary Society had

established a training center for girls which aimed at

preparing them for marriage. For the most part the girls

admitted to the course were fiancees or wives of teachers and

pastors in training. The course was intended to give the

young women a preparation both for marriage and for sharing

community leadership with their husbands. In 1937 the work

of this center was extended and with the aid of the students,

the staff organized a three-week course in the Kukuruku

district for illiterate women. The instruction was limited

to aspects of domestic science and hygiene related to the

circumstances in which the people lived. A similar project

was developed at a training center for women organized by

the Methodist Missionary Society at Ilesha.

,.
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One aspect of vocational training to which attention

has been given over a long period with not very satisfactory

results is in agriculture. Apart from the efforts of the

voluntary agencies to make farming a part of the training of

teachers in the training colleges, to train primary school

leavers for land settlement at Oyo and Asaba, the Department

of Education, in 1937, inauguarated courses at Ibadan for

trained teachers in school farming methods, rural science,

hygiene, economics and other related subjects. Later a similar

center was opened at Umuahia. The object of these centers was

to give the rural schools specialist staff capable of giving

instruction in rural science and elementary farming methods

based upon experience accumulated by the Agricultural Depart-

ment.

In 1959 there was begun a scheme of training and land

settlement that echoes the abortive experiment of the thirties

in the Oyo Province. But there is one major improvement

which could make all the difference. That is in addition

to providing training, long-term credit is made available to

the successful trainees selected to take part in the farm

settlements. The essential features of the scheme are the

training of selected young men and their establishment on

holdings in groups of 200 on land settlement units of 4,000-

6,000 acres under the direction of field staff of the Ministry

of Agriculture and Natural Resources. Each land settlement

unit will have certain common services and amenities, the
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settlers being provided with credit facilities repayable

over a period of fifteen years. The object of this project

is to show that farming can be both a profitable and an

attractive way of life. The economic, social and the

educational aspects of the problem are integrated, and it is

in this respect that the approach differs from that of the

previous attempts to tackle the educational problems of

agriculture.

Agricultural Graduates. Output of agricultural graduates

has been rising rapidly from a low base: fifty-five people

graduated from Nigerian universities in agricultural subjects

in 1968. By 1970, the figure was 160 even though the univer-

sity of Nigeria had no graduates during these years. Of

these, 112 graduated in general agriculture, thirty-three in

veterinary science and fifteen in forestry. About half the

agricultural graduates in recent years have not gone into

public agricultural employment and there are probably less

than 200 agricultural graduates currently employed in the

private sector (22 pp. 185-186).

Also, there is a shortfall between the number of

subprofessional staff for which training facilities are

available and the needs of the various agricultural services.

The present capacity for training is equivalent to about

740 technicians annually of whom 550 would be junior tech-

nicians .

__
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Technical Education. The conscious planning of a system

of technical education in Nigeria dates from 1946 when it

was given a major place in the Ten-Year Plan for Development

and Welfare. During the previous half century the colonial

government's attitude was that the provision of technical

education for Nigerians (beyond very limited artisan training

for government departments) was neither necessary nor feasible.

Even as late as 1942 education officials were unable to reco-

mmend the establishment of a single training institution (30,

pp. 99 - 100).

One of the chief motives in launching the handicraft

scheme was to help break down the colonial prejudice toward

working with one's hands, to instil in every boy as part of

his general education a respect for manual skills and

technical achievement. At their inception it was also

intended that the Handicraft Centers would help to develop

a critical sense of quality as a prerequisite for raising

the very low standards of craftsmanship then prevalent

Scattered throughout the Federation, these centers have pro-

vided thousands of primary school children with training in

wood-working and metal-working and to a lesser degree in

such traditional crafts as weaving, leather-working and

smithing (35, pp. 31-32).

In 1962 the Northern Nigerian Government transformed

its craft schools from adjuncts of the primary school system

into three-year post-primary "pre-vocational" schools,
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similar to the secondary modern school in the west and Lagos.

In 1964 the Eastern Nigerian Government expanded the number

of its craft schools and changed them into three-year post-

primary "Technical Schools." In late 1965 all these

developments were coordinated in a common three-year syllabus,

which in the third year provides for two streams: one with

an academic bias for those suited to enter grammar school

and one with a tecnnical bias for employment as an artisan or

entry into a Trade Center (26,p. 7).

In addition to the system of technical education

sponsored by the government, the major employers of technical

labor have operated their own schemes to train artisans

and craftsmen. These employers inlcude government depart-

ments, public corporations, foreign firms and small-scale

Nigerian employers.

Government departmental training schemes were initiated

as follows: Land and Surveys 1908, Marine (later Ports

Authority) 1928, Public Works 1931, Post and Telegraph 1931,

Railways 1942; the combined output of these schemes up to

1945 was about 300 artisans and craftsmen. Messrs. Caunce

and Cottier reported enrolment in regulated apprentice schemes

in 1961 as follows: Railway Corporation, 750 in twenty-five

trades; Electricity Corporation 80; the Ports Authority, 300

in seventeen trades; Federal Ministry of Works and Surveys

60 in seven trades. Only the Ministry of Post and Telegraph

.; ,.
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carries on training at the technician level ( in

tele-communications); all other departments sponsor students

in the Technical Institutes to meet their requirements at

this level (25 p. 9).

University Education. In addition to teacher training

colleges, Nigeria has five growing universities. It was

in 1960 that Federick Harbison of Princeton University

estimated that Nigeria's university output per year was

300, and put her graduates returning from overseas at 700.

This left a deficit of 1,000 to meet the minimum need for

high-level manpower: including graduate teachers, engineers

of all kinds, agricultural, forestry and fishery specialists,

veterinarians, doctors, and scientists (for research

institutes) (27 p. 10).

Industrial Training. Employers in the modern sector

do provide some in-employment training but its extent and

standard remains unknown. The federal government has

established an Industrial Training Fund to finance indus-

trial training. This would appear to be a suitable vehicle

for the financing of the activities of the proposed indus-

trial training boards.

Summary and Conclusion

Unemployment is Nigeria's most serious social problem,

with political as well as economic consequences. It is due

. <; .
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to the excessive drift away from agricultural employment,

mainly by school-leavers, mainly into the towns. One coro-

llary is the co-existence of labor shortage in rural areas

with unemployment in the towns. Another corollary is the

rapid growth of a few urban centers, faster than amenities can

be provided, so that slum conditions are multiplying rapidly.

Schooling as such does not cause migration to the towns:

it is the rapid acceleration of schooling which has had this

effect. In the days when only ten per cent of children

completed a primary education, non-agricultural jobs were

available for all of them at incomes considerably in excess

of the average farmer's. This set up an expectation that

schooling leads to a well-paid non-agricultural job. This

expectation can be fulfilled when only ten per cent complete

school, but cannot be fulfilled as the completion rate races

up towards fifty per cent. It takes time to alter expectations

and the interval is one of painful frustrations. By now young

Nigerians have already learned that the supply of school-leavers

greatly exceeds the number of well-paid non-agricultural jobs,

and expectations are rapidly adjusting downwards. Within a

decade young people will take it for granted that at least

half of those who leave school must enter farming.

Allocation of Responsibility for Native

Human Resource Development

Public Sector and Training. Recently, the government of

Nigeria realized the importance of human resources development,

... .
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thus encouraged Nigerian Economic Planners to pay attention

to plans for manpower and their education. Consequently,

Nigerian National Industrial Plan greatly emphasizes the need

for human resources planning. In the same context the govern-

ment of Nigeria sets up a National Commission on Manpower and

Education. It is hoped that the Nigerian government being the

dominant employer of wage-earners will invest more in human

resource development.

Private Sector Training. In addition to the informal

person-to-person training that will be discussed in chapter

III, some of the Nigerian private sectors have initiated some

fairly successful basic training programs needed to provide

skilled employees in their various organizations. In many

instances these programs have operated under considerable

difficulties because of the erratic economic and political

conditions surrounding them. Despite these difficulties,

private sectors must continue to improve and upgrade African

employees through effective and creative training programs.

There are, however, certain minor points of difference

that deserve mention. Because of the relatively low daily

exposure of the African youth to tools and things mechanical,

the entry programs in industrial firms must be focused more

sharply on basic, simple skills. Entry jobs need to be

narrower and more restricted in scope. Once the employee

gains experience, however, this difference will disappear.

Another difference generally noticed in many firms
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is the failure to recognize the need for continuing formal

training once the new employee has learned to perform his

first job. This has resulted in a slower rate of improvement

than would otherwise be the case and accounts, at least

partially, for the gap at the technical and foreman level.

Management Associations. Recently, Nigeria saw the

creation of some organized professional management associations.

These are now becoming popular among groups of senior managers.

Hopefully, these professional associations will grow to include

the junior managers, students and apprentice managers. Through

conferences, seminars, training courses, workshops, and other

means, they must endeavor to improve managerial skills and

knowledge and to gain acceptance for a general philosophy of

management.

Productivity Centers. Centers designed to work directly

on the problems of low worker productivity have been created

in some parts of Nigeria. These centers, organized for the

most part with technical and financial assistance from the

United Nations International Labor Organization, have focused

their major efforts to management and supervisory training

programs for both the private and public sectors.

Coordinating Responsibility. Responsibility for native

manpower development planning needs to be placed with a nation-

wide native organization such as the Nigerian National Human

Resource Development Board. This national organization should
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provide a forum through which corporations and other groups

could analyze native manpower policy problems. It should

avoid conflicting programs which compete for the same supply

of talent, and determine where resources could be most produc-

tively invested. The Nigerian Human Resource Board should

devote attention to long range educational development such

as programs for the gifted. It should provide means of

monitoring the special training programs offered by disparate

native organizations to prevent inferior programming detri-

mental both to trainees and program clients. Without such

an allocation of responsibility, native human resource

development in Nigeria is likely to continue its present

course.

Essentially, to determine the short range and long range

manpower requirements for the social and economic development

of Nigeria, special manpower is needed for different sectors

of Nigerian economy in terms of skills and specialization.

The remaining part of this study is as follows: Chapter

II is a review of literatures pertinent to the history,

achievements and the overall development of human resource

programs in America. Chapter III presents the general

opinions and responses of participants in this study to the

questionnaire. Also, Chapter IV presents a summary, recommen-

dation and conclusions most of which are based on findings

in Chapter III.
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CHAPTER II

HUMAN RESOURCES

Definition of Human Resources

"Human Resources" are the energies, skills, talent, and

knowledge of people which are, or which potentially can or

should be, applied to the production of goods or the rendering

of useful services. The term connotes man in relationship

to the world of work, and such work involves producting things

and providing services of all kinds in the social, political,

cultural, and economic development of nations. The human

resources approach to national development, is people-oriented,

though it does not presume to encompass the full range of

human ambitions or endeavors.

Man may work to live; hopefully he lives for more than

work. Indeed, the energies and skills of people as members

of the labor force are but one dimension of human development

which embraces as well the thoughts, motives, beliefs, feelings,

aspirations, and culture of human beings beyond and outside

of work.

The importance of human factor in economic development

is not a new idea. Adam Smith divided the stock of fixed

capital of a nation into four parts: useful machines,

48
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profitable buildings, improvements of land, and acquired

and useful abilities of all the inhabitants or citizens of

a society.

The acquisition of such talents, by the
maintenance of the acquirer during his edu-
cation, study, or apprenticeship, always
costs a real expense, which is a capital
fixed and realized, as it were, in his
person. Those talents, as they make a
part of his fortune, so do they likewise
of that of the society to which he belongs.
The improved dexterity of a workman may be
considered in the same light as a machine
or instrument of trade which facilitates
and abridges labor, and which, though it
costs a certain expense, repays that
expense with a profit (1, pp. 265-266).

Adam Smith considered a man's talents to be part of his

fortune as well as that of the society to which he belongs.

T. W. Schultz, a leading exponent in the area of human

resources, contends that human resources are a form of capital,

a produced means of production, and the product of invest-

ment (17, p. 98). Daniel Victor indicates that the most

valuable of all capital is that invested in human being (21,

p. 13).

The Beginning of Human Resource Programs in America

Federal government manpower programs came when needs

were recognized in the form of widely felt domestic economic

demands or external threats to the nation. The needs of the

country for food prompted assistance in the form of land-

grant colleges and vocational agriculture training and

, ,.
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education. The international economic threat of the

European Common Market was responsible for passage of the

Trade Adjustment Act of 1961. The act contained retraining

provisions for those workers in the United States firms

displaced because of the increased foreign competition which

resulted from tariff cuts to be effected under the Act. The

appearance of Russia's Sputnik caused the National Defense

Education Act (NDEA) of 1958. NDEA got the federal government

into the college education loan business, provided National

Defense Fellowships, and rendered financial assistance to

schools for strengthening science, mathematics, modern

foreign languages, and related subjects deemed necessary for

maintenance of the United States position of scientific

primacy (5 p. 11).

However, manpower development is different from the

concept of human resource development. Manpower policy is

limited to the direct labor market activities of the labor

force. In contrast, human resource development includes a

broader spectrum of activity (which includes manpower deve-

lopment) but encompasses also the preparation of people for

eventual labor market activity through education, the elimi-

nation of pretraining and preplacement problems emanating

from barriers which stem from individual inadequacy, social

and institutional problems within society, and geographic

and spatial obstacles.

.. - . ,
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Technological change creates a demand for new skills

and makes other skills obsolete. Different rates of growth

of regions and industries create a need for mobility of workers.

Continued lack of opportunity among minority peoples indi-

cates a need not only for skill development but for equal

attention to the solution of social and psychological

problems which precede the acquisition of skills and jobs.

Shift From Manpower to Human Resource

Some of the factors favoring shifts from manpower to

human resources are 1) individual dignity and social

justice; 2) technological change, automation, and cyberna-

tion; 3) program administration (7_ p. 11).

Individual Dignity and Social Justice. The necessity

of each individual securing his place in society through

work has traditionally been accepted as the modus operandi

in American Society. As the economy in the United States

developed more or less along the lines of laissez faire

capitalism, the notion of salvation through work was rein-

forced, at least to the point that the ordinary individual

had no other alternative to work as a way of providing for

his family.

Technological Change, Automation and Cybernation. The

relative position of many individual workers in relation

to land and capital in the goods and some service-producing
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sectors of the present economy is markedly different than in

the days of earlier generations. As a result of the intro-

duction of technology, the number of those who worry about

the loss of jobs has increased. The concern has been over

unemployment which has resulted from

a. Plant relocation (usually coupled with plant

modernization as in textiles and meat packing),

b. Processes automation (as in information storage and

retrieval),

c. Product competition (for example, the container

industry wars between plastics, metals, and

glass), and

d. Cybernation (for example, engineering design

by machine instead of by engineers).

The implications are that the minorities are in for

continued frustration as they repeatedly break through into

an occupation only to ride it downhill demand-wise. And the

frustrations of the "outs" who have successfully broken "in"

will be greater and greater as the life span of the downhill

slope of the occupation devreases because of the increasingly

rapid rate of technological change.

While the progress of technology produces a constant

and individually agonizing reallocation of job opportunities

among the labor force participants, of the hardest questions

yet to be answered center around the use of the greater

_ _ - IYwA - - - ____ -
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amounts of leisure time resulting from the increased

productivity of American economy. The trend of shorter

hours in the work week has leveled off, and the increased

leisure has come through more paid holidays, longer vacations,

and a shorter work life through delayed entry into the work

force and earlier retirement.

Estimates of the effects of technological change,

automation, and cybernation and the ability of American

society to absorb and control them have varied from the

essentially optimistic findings of the National Commission

on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress (16p. 13).

Regardless of the point in the spectrum of projection with

which one identifies, there is little doubt that there will

be serious disruptions as well as blessings in store because

of the technological changes. How to reduce the disruptive

effect to a minimum and to spread the benefits most appro-

priately would seem to require that the kinds of change, their

rates, and their implications be rather comprehensively

examined on a continuing basis to enable the society to alter

its entire gambit of human resource programs.

Program Administration. The cornerstone of manpower

legislative framework is the Manpower Development and Training

Act of 1962 Amended in 1963, 1965, 1966, and 1968 to keep

pace with the changing economic scene and shifting national

priorities. The intial thrust behind the legislation was

. . :
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the need to do something immediately for the large number of

people already technologically unemployed and the need to

prepare for the increasing pace of automation which it was

feared would soon displace additional thousands of workers in

the auto, steel, electrical, and other industries.

Until the establishment of the new manpower programs of

the sixties, it was not possible for the employment service

to give each individual all of the employment help he needed.

The necessary tools were simply not available. Only with the

advent of the new programs could a disadvantaged person be

provided with training, work experience, basic education,

pre-vocational preparation, and other supportive services to

help him move from dependency or a state of congenital unem-

ployment to self-support through a job commensurate with his

ability and aptitude. The Labor Department's supplement to

the 1967 Manpower Report of the President refers to another

term that has become increasingly synonymous with "manpower"

in the broad current sense. It restates the federal goal as

"fuller utilization of human resources."

The words "human resources" and other related terms, such

as "human capital" have become widely accepted or tolerated

in recent years despite their suspicious overtones of serfdom

and slavery. The new respectability of these terms is

attributable, in part, to the obviously growing federal

"investment" in people, even though this investment is not

evidenced in an altogether satisfactory manner in the national

, " --
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product accounts, the most honored single quantitative

register of economic activity. Another reason for rising

respectability is more technical: It has recently become

fashionable to take professional cognizance of the inability

of a crude quantitative measure of labor input and a still

less adequate measure of physical capital to explain exhastively

the recorded growth of output over the years (18 pp. 1-16).

It might be added that a new journal devoted to human

resources has as its subtitle "Education, Manpower, and

Welare Policies." An editorial note in the first issue makes

this observation on the recent interpenetration of traditionally

distinct domains:

When, at the beginning of the decade,
the U. S. Department of Labor heralded "The
Manpower Recolution of the 1960's," they
referred to projected changes in the nation's
labor force. As significant as these changes
have been however, the real manpower revolution
can be found in two other areas: the upre-
cedented growth of federal involvement in the
fields of education, training, and welfare;
and the sharp expansion of research under
the general rubric of investment in human
resources (12 p. 3).

Essentially, the manpower programs have provided the

tools. The HRD program is the means by which these tools

can be utilized. HRD began in 1965 when it became apparent

that the Manpower Development and Training Act programs were

not getting to those who most needed help. Statistical

surveys showed that the unemployed were disproportionately

young and uneducated teenagers made up twenty per cent of the
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unemployed but only seven per cent of the MDTA trainee

group (11 p. 507).

In an effort to correct this situation and bring more

of the disadvantaged into its programs, the Department of

Labor initiated the HRD program in four slum neighborhoods

in Chicago. State and federal agencies joined together to

undertake a program of intensive service to unemployed indi-

viduals in those areas. The first step was a door-to-door,

person-to-person survey of employment needs in the area. This

was followed by a two-pronged effort, working with employers

to increase employment opportunities in the area and giving

direct help to disadvantaged individuals turned up in the

survey to prepare and qualify them for-the jobs. The Chicago

project was followed by similar experimental programs in

five other cities to reach out, find, and assist the hard-core

unemployed. In August 1966 a directive was issued to all

state agencies calling for a redirection of employment service

operations to serve the disadvantaged and the establishment

of HRD programs in 139 major metropolitan areas (20 p. 8).

In the four years following the introduction of HRD,

it has evolved from a program of outreach and individual

service in a few cities to become the basis for a radical

redesign of the structure and operation of the employment

service as a whole.

The HRD concept calls for a reorganization of a local

employment service office into employability development
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team, each team to give a disadvantaged client the full

range of assistance he needs. The team is led by a counselor

who is responsible for providing coordination and continuity

to all aspects of the client's development. Also included in

the team are a job development specialist, a work and training

specialist, a coach, and a clerk. All of the team members

work together to help the client as he moves through the

steps of a predetermined plan designed especially to fit his

particular needs until he reaches the goal of permanent,

suitable employment. A case work approach is used, each

team to be limited to a specifed number of cases.

Under HRD each disadvantaged individual is assigned to

one team which is then required to stay with him until a

favorable outcome is finally effected. The responsibility

for becoming employable, and for getting and holding a job,

no longer rests solely with the individual but is shared by

the employability team.

Human Resources Development is an elaborate name for a

simple concept, that each person who is disadantaged needs

to be treated individually and given all of the employment

assistance he needs to get him to the point where he can com-

pete successfully in today's job market.

Concepts of Human Resource

Similar to manpower, human resource has many different

meanings. Stripped of subtleties, both manpower and human

,., ..
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resources refer to and mean people. Human resources could

be equated with "labor" as a factor of production, or simply

with "population," or resources could be viewed as a part of

natural resources. The term could be equated with the so-

called human factor in organizations; and, in fact, one

social scientist has recently tried to distinguish between

human relations and human resources (14, pp. 148-163). To

simplify the distinction he suggests that the human relations

concept is, and was, aimed at improving morale and reducing

employee resistance to authority, sometimes explicitly through

autocratic means, although often only implicitly. The human

resources concept is geared to making full use of the talents

and insights of the individual to improve organizational deci-

sion making and control, rather than providing improved

satisfaction and morale. The difference may appear overly

subtle, but the fundamental distinction goes back to whether

people are regarded as a natural resource from which contri-

butions can be deduced or whether they are creatures to be

related to and molded to fit a managerially fabricated pattern.

Use of the term human resources in recent years, however,

seems closely tied to the economists' interest in the growth

of underdeveloped countries, as well as to the filed of eco-

nomic growth in general. A recent study, made by Battelle

Memorial Institute for the State of Michigan and designed to

provide a framework for understanding the impact of technolo -

gical changes on the types of skills needed in the 1970's,

t Alo .. ,
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referred to a "human resources era." The evolution of the

economy of the United States was described by the Batelle

study in terms of three basic eras: the first was the

"agricultural era" which ended in the late nineteenth century;

the second was the "manufacturing era" which prevailed through

the late 1950's; and the third was the so-called "human

resources era" or the manpower revolution which emerged

during the 1960's. During the agricultural era cultivation

of the soil, harvesting of crops, and raising of livestock,

rather than jobs outside the home, provided the major source

of family income. The manufacturing era was made possible

by the higher productivity achieved in agriculture; this

productivity not only freed the necessary labor force for

employment in industry, but also permitted a higher standard

of living and an increase in the consumption of manufactured

products. During this period the American labor force shifted

from one that was primarily agricultural to one almost exclu-

sively industrial.

Technology in recent years has had an increasing impact

on manufacturing similar to its earlier impact upon agriculture.

Improvements in mechanization, automation, and cybernation are

resulting in productivity increases which make possible

continuing reductions in the proportion of the labor force

required to maintain the product out-put of manufacturing.

As a result of these developments, the 1960's were characte-

rized as a new and third era--the human resources era--since
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the economy of the United States started to find its essential

vitality in activities related to th unique resources of man.

In contrast to the agricultural and manufacturing eras when

most workers were concerned primarily with transforming natural

resources into useful products through physical dexterity and

strength, a rapidly increasing percentage of workers in the

human resources era were thought to need a high level of

educational achievement and mental development to meet job

requirements (13, pp. 52 - 53). Peter F. Drucker has made

much of these changes and the rise of the importance of

knowledge in contemporary urban-industrial society (5 pp. 3-33).

In this context, human resources development may be

defined as the process of increasing the knowledge, skills,

and capacities of all the people in'.a society. It has been

described in economic terms as the accumulation of human

capital and its effective investment in the development of

an economy, and in political terms as preparation for adult

participation in political processes, particularly as citizens

in a democracy. Socially and culturally, the development of

human resources has been viewed as helping people to lead

fuller and richer lives less bound by tradition (8, p. 2).

Human resources are believed to develop in many different

ways. One is by formal education, beginning with primary

or first-level education, continuing through various forms

of secondary education, and then culminating in higher edu-

cation. Second, human resources are developed on the job
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through systematic or informal training programs in employing

institutions, in adult education programs, and through

membership in various political, social, religious, and

other groups. A third way is through self-development, as

persons seek to acquire greater knowledge, skills, or capa-

cities through preparation on their own initiative, such as

taking correspondence course, reading, or learning from others

in informal contacts. Motivation for self-development varies

from society to society. It is directly related to the social

values in a culture, to incentives for training and entering

one occupation rather than another, and to incentives for

learning new skills.

Theorists who take societal point of view about human

resource development often mention other processes beyong

education and training which help upgrade the quality of

manpower. Improvements in the health of the working popu-

lation through better medical and public health programs

and improvements in nutrition increase the working capacity

of people not only on a man-hour basis, but also over a

working lifetime. It should be apparent that improvements

in health and nutrition are closely related and, like formal

education, may be both a cause of economic growth and a result

of it (8 p. 9). The health, nutrition, and medical care of

an organization's work force is, of course, nowadays usually

given less attention, perhaps justifiably so, if only because

there is much protective legislation on the books.
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Assumptions of Human Resource Development

Kenneth T. Byers indicates that the development of the

human resources of an organization includes certain basic

assumptions (3, pp. 10-11).

1. It assumes that the process of human development is

continuous. There is always room for improvement, and

circumstances change, making for creeping or galloping

obsolescence, of both people and organizations. Peter

F. Drucker recently said that the American public should

change its attitude toward education. Instead of thinking

about going to school for a fixed number of years and

considering this a terminal education, the idea of

continuing education should be considered. Trying to

cram everything a person needs to know for the rest

of his life into a limited number of years while he is

young should be replaced by the idea of returning to

school from time to time throughout his life (6,pp. 11-15).

2. It applies to everyone in the service, from the

lowest salaried worker to the highest appointed or

elected official of the executive branch. It can also

include the legislative and judicial branches. In

California State government, training programs have been

provided to new legislators. In some counties, members

of the governing boards have participated in continuing

education and training programs. Their participation

: - - .,
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is usually a substantial benefit to the program itself,

as well as providing benefits to the board member

attending.

3. There must exist, or be created, organizational

conditions that are supportive of employee and manager

development, and that make possible the full utilization

of new knowledge and skills acquired as well as new

behavior and attitudes learned. Otherwise the effort

and costs may be largely wasted, or, even worse, can

lead to frustrations, loss of effectiveness, and the

loss of trained talent from the organization.

4. Each experience, planned or unplanned, that comes

to a member of the organization brings learning that

helps change or shape his behavior and attitude. In a

broad sense, it is the mission of employee development

to bring about, on a planned basis, experiences which

will lead to constructive changes in behavior and atti-

tude, and to minimize experiences, planned or unplanned,

which tend to cause negative or distructive changes.

5. The concept of employee development or training

usually connotes a planned effort, on an individual or

group basis, to provide knowledge, to develop or improve

skills, or to change constructively behavior or atti-

tude.

A:
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6. The concept of employee development is not

necessarily always limited to learning which is closely

related to the job, occupation, or the organization.

It may include "broadening" experiences of a formal,

planned nature. This is often true of executive

development. Such experiences and learning are usually

acquired outside the organization and often in academic

institutions. Such "development" may be called "con-

tinuing education " or just "education."

7. Though the concept of employee development should

be all pervasive in the organization, it is not the

only road to success or failure in achieving organization

goals, and not all development efforts succeed to the

extent intended. Although it is still just one force,

properly used, employee development can be an extremely

powerful force.

Human Resources and Economy

The Economic Development of Nations. The economic

development of nations is ultimately the result of human

effort. It takes skilled human agents to discover and exploit

natural resources, to mobilize capital, to develop technology,

to produce goods, and to carry on trade. Indeed, if a country

is unable to develop its human resources, it cannot build

anything else, whether it be a modern political system, a

sense of national unity, or a prosperous economy.
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The modern books on economic growth and the increasing

number of plans for economic development all seem to stress

the point that the importance of education, training, and

the creation of skills cannot be overemphasized. Yet,

despite the almost universal acceptance of this slogan, there

has been little systematic analysis of the alternate means

and possible strategies of human capital formation in both

the plans and books on economic development.

Human and Economic Development. Human resources

development includes programs and processes by which the

quantity and quality of skills and knowledge are increased.

Harbison and Myers in their recent book see education or

human development as a means of helping the economic growth of

a nation. They contend that human resources development is

the process of increasing the knowledge, the skills, and the

capacities of all the people in a society ( 8, p. 2).

Human resources development usually refers to more than

just the specific development of a person. It also includes

the ideas of education at all levels: vocational training,

rehabilitation and retraining programs, on-the-job training,

the removal of racial and other biases to the full utilization

of manpower, and even the improvement of labor mobility--

geographycally as well as occupational. Althoug it is not

a new concept, it has received more attention in the last

decade. Training of people for job skills is now viewed as
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an important policy on its own, and not just a by-product of

another program. There is also more concern for the social

aspects of human development (7, pp. 65-68).

Managing Human Resources

The management of human resources is management because

it is getting results through, and with, people. It is

neither a solo job nor a purely technical one. It is a

partnership between representatives of line and staff

officials, working with union leaders, to stimulate and

develop employees in pursuit of organizational goals.

Effective management releases human energy, stimulates

personal development, and encourages teamwork in moving

toward organizational goals. Individual motivation and

group interelationships must be carefully studied as guides

to flexible problem solving, depending on the pressures and

needs in particular cases. Among these pressures are auto-

mation and other forms of technological change, which are

modifying job content and relationships at all levels of

the organization.

Management's Human Resources Tasks. Wight Bakke

classified some of the tasks normally associated with human

resources into four general types ( 2 p. 3).

_ _
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1. The Tasks which relates to the Discovery and

Understanding of Human Resources and of both Forces and

Factors which Condition Effective Employment. The follo-

wings are some of Management's objectives:

To obtain and have readily available accurate

information about the skills and capacities possessed

by people in the company.

To evaluate continuously the abilities and perfor-

mance of employees and management at all levels, and

have these evaluations available whenever decisions

relative to personnel must be made.

To obtain and have available accurate information

about the reaction of employees, and management at all

levels, to company policy and practice, about their

needs and demands, and to appraise the significance

of such human reactions and needs for the company's

operations.

To understand the way people react, and why, to

attempt to motivate and discipline them; in other words,

the psychological conditions for the encouragement and

assurance of productive and profitable work.

To maintain contact with, and understanding of, those

who are key norm-setters for employees, including mana-

gement, and, if there is a union, with the local,

district, and national union leaders whose will and
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disposition affect the results of collective bargaining

and the administration of the collective agreement.

To make studies relative to incentives, wages,

hours, working conditions, fringe benefits in the indus-

try and area and evaluate the company's position relative

to these.

To keep track of labor legislation, both protective

and regulative, and its interpretation, and to appraise

the consistency of company practice with respect to

this, both as to letter and spirit.

To keep abreast of local and national social

welfare and labor trends, and to interpret the signi-

ficance of these trends for the company's operations.

To keep abreast of findings from outside research

and practical experience as to the nature, potentialities,

needs, and reaction tendencies of people of the sort

employed by the company at all levels.

2. Maintenance and Development of Human Resources with

These Objectives:

To ascertain what the short run and long run labor

force requirements (numbers and skills) of the company

are.

To analyze available sources of labor supply inside

and outside the company in the light of requirements

for personnel.
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To recruit, screen, and select candidates for

positions in the company.

To introduce and orient new employees.

To develop and administer procedures for transfer,

promotion, demotion, layoff, and discharge.

To develop and help to implement procedures for

reduction of turn-over, absenteeism, tardiness, etc.

To organize and administer training and development

programs for employees and management at all levels

with the objective not only of improving present

performance, but of providing a roster of potential

candidates for positions with enlarging responsibilities.

(Includes executive development both through internal

programs and external cooperation with schools, colleges,

and management associations.)

To set up and administer those fringe benefit

programs established by the company, or jointly by

company and union, for the protection and security of,

or service to the company's people (in cooperation with

the union where the program is subject to collective

bargaining or the grievance procedure).

3. Management's Tasks related to the Effective Employment

of Human Resources: Some of the objectives are:

To plan, formulate, keep up to date, and implement

a human resources policy appropriate to each level of

managerial responsibility and authority.
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To formulate long and short range goals and plans for

development and improvement in personnel and industrial

relations, indicating schedules for implementation, and the

budget, manpower, facilities, etc. required.

To analyze and define jobs and organize work and work

assignments in such a way that a maximum number of people's

abilities are discovered, developed, and effectively employed.

(The foundation for all human relations practice.)

To provide wise assignment of people, to provide

leadership, supervision, and control for thier work.

To arrange incentives to, and rewards for work so that

the greatest possible motivation to productive work is

provided all participants, and to evaluate the effectiveness

of such incentives and rewards. (Includes wage and salary

administration).

To provide for just discipline and correction of mistakes.

To settle satisfactorily the grievances and complaints

that arise at all levels in the course of work and relations

at work.

To provide opportunities for upward communications,

for contribution of facts and ideas essential to adequate

planning, and for making suggestions about more effective

work, improvement of morale, elimination of waste, reduction

of lost motion and conflict, better cooperation etc.

To carry through union-management relations (including

negotiation and administration of the collective agreement)
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in a way advantageous to all concerned, company, workers,

union, and the public.

To keep track of, appraise, and evaluate periodically

the effectiveness of the implementation of this policy,

these measures, and to report such evaluation in an

annual report to the President and Officers of the

company.

To ascertain, make known to top management, and

control the cost of the human resources program and its

results to the company.

4. Management's Tasks related to Integration of Human

Resources with Other Resources. The objectives are:

To assist in the establishment of integrating goals

and standards for operations of the company as a whole.

To assist in the establishment and keeping in

continuous operation of effective mutual communications

between people at different levels, people concerned

with different functions.

To contribute to major decision-making in all areas

of company operations and understanding of the human

factors and needs affecting, and affected by, these

decisions and operations. (For instance, in case of

major technological, methodological, organizational

product, or locational changes). In other words, to
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represent the human resources interest both in decision

making, operations, and evaluation of results.

To keep management people who perform other managerial

functions (production, sales, engineering, etc.) informed

on policy and practice in the personnel and industrial

relations area, and to help them interpret the relevance of

these policies and practices for their activities and respon-

sibilities.

To participate on behalf of the company in all

intra-and inter-company, associational, community, and

governmental relationships where the human resources function

and interest is a major concern or issue.

Misconceptions of the Human Resource Functions

According to Bakke, the followings are some of the

misconceptions of Human Resource Functions: (2, p. 6)

1. That this human relations business has standards of

its own by which it should be measured, separate and distinct

from the other functions of management.

2. That such functions are the most recently added luxury

gadgets which can be afforded when times are good but are

expendable in case of a business slowdown.

3. That the major concern of personnel work is to make

the employee happy and keept them satisfied.
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4. That the function is a sort of "welfare" work,

designed to compensate folks for the unpleasant and

disagreeable nature of work and for having to work for

someone else.

5. That the job of dealing with the "human problems"

of the company's operations is primarily one for the

personnel and industrial relations department and its

staff.

6. That in a human relations program it is frequently

necessary to choose between putting the interests of the

company or the interests of the people first, whether to

be production or worker centered.

Correction of These Misconceptions

The human resources approaches that activities associated

with "human relations," "human engineering," "personnel

administration," are not recently added gadgets or luxury

items which can be afforded only if the "really important"

functions of sales, production, engineering, and financing

are operating smoothly and profitably. They are necessarily

carried out as soon as an organization begins to operate

and have been carried out in some manner in any organization

ever set up.

The main concern of the human resources function is not

personal happiness but productive work, and the cooperative
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relations of people at work, and the providing of the possibility

of using and developing a maximum part of everyone's abilities

and capacities in that productive work. The implied respon-

sibility of management in this area is not to make people who

are employed by the company happy. Their responsibility is

to know, maintain, and develop the people available, and pro-

vide organized work arrangements that will make possible the

maximum possible employment of the qualities and skills people

possess. The main objective, in other words, is productive

work and the maximum opportunity for all the company;s people

to utilize to the fullest possible extent all the skills they

have relevant to making that work more productive. Essentially

personal happiness, as well as company effectiveness, is pro-

moted by this approach to the human resources function. But

that is a by-product, not the chief objective of effort.

Included in the human resources function are not merely

welfare activities and those designed to compensate people

for the disadvantages of work, not merely specialized per-

sonnel and labor relations functions, but the human resources

aspect of every working relationship between people in

company. The human resources function goes far beyond

welfare activities designed to compensate people for frus-

trations they feel in working for others. It has to do with

the organization of work itself, and of relationships at

work. The chief objective is not to compensate people for

for the monotony, unpleasantness, or burdens of work, but in
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one sense, to reduce the need for such compensation by

improving the work process, work associations, and work

opportunities themselves.

The people who are to be understood, maintained,

developed, employed, and integrated include every person in

the organization at all levels, not just the hourly or weekly

paid employees. The human resources function is not to be

identified solely with something called "employee reations,"

meaning those things which management, or the union for that

matter, does to, for, or with the employee, as "employee" is

customarily defined. The human resources of a company consist

of every person participating in the company's activities, up

to an including the chief executive. The discovery, under-

standing, maintenance, development, employment, and integration

of all people and their work at all levels is the human re-

sources function.

Developing and Utilizing Human Resources

The Supply of Human Resources. Economists have long

recognized the close relationship between aggregate employment

of the supply of human resources and the aggregate demand for

goods and services and the human resources necessary to their

production. Moreover, the effective supply currently available

or potentially available for a given occupation or in a given

industry will be related to the conditions of demand in that

occupation or industry.
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The Demand for Human Resources. The demand for human

resources may be divided into the two general areas of

"present" and "anticipated" demand for knowledge and skills.

Such demands are usually, but probably inadequately, charac-

terized by occupational titles which are often closely

associated with specific industries.

The assessment of present demand is important mainly

for the contribution it can make to a more efficient

functioning of markets for human resources, particularly

through the provision of essential knowledge of job vacancies.

The assessment of anticipated demand, insofar as this is

soundly conceived and developed, has significant implications

for investments in human resources.

Investment in Human Resources. The traditional or

"formal" educational system is surely the most important of

the educational systems, and the one most susceptible to

measurement, but it is certainly not the only system for

making significant investments in human resources. Others

include on-the-job training, private and public training and

retraining programs, self education, apprenticeship, and

special programs to meet the needs of the disadvantaged such

as the Job Corps.

However, the major problem in assessing the effectiveness

of investments in human resources is to establish better means

for measuring the economic effects of these investments.
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In developing and utilizing human resources, each step

in employment can make important contributions toward mean-

ingful teamwork. Recruitment, selection, induction, training,

appraisal, constructive discipline, and job changes, each of

these, at various levels, plays an important part in moti-

vation and in the most productive manpower utilization.

Where special needs exist, as among professional personnel

or in overseas assignements, the employment and training

program need be adapted to those needs.

Some Accomplishments of Human Resource

Development Programs

The national spotlight is focused on the problems of the

poor and disadvantaged, on ways to bring the hard-core

unemployed into workforce, to replace hopelessness with hope,

and to help make those presently unemployable into productive

workers. This was underscored in the President's 1967 Economic

Message to the Congress when he said:

The coexistence of job vancancies and idle

workers unable to fill them represents a

bitter human tragedy and an inexcusable eco-

nomic waste. One of society's most creative

acts is the training of the unemployed, the

underemployed, or the formerly unemployable

to fill those vacancies. A dynamic economy

demands new and changing skills. By enabling

workers to acquire those skills, we open
opportunities for individual development and

self-fulfillment. And we make possible higher

production without inflationary pressures. I

shall ask the Congress for funds to suppor a new

and special effort to train and find jobs for

the disadvantaged who live in urban ghettos (15 p.9).

- _ - - ..
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As is obvious, none of this can come about unless the

local community, and particularly the business community,

organizes for action in providing jobs and devising means

to make people employable. In American industrial society,

people look to business for leadership. It has the knowledge,

the talent, and the resources to produce work in training

efforts--a fact that has been demonstrated time and again.

There are also excellent examples to show that employers are

able to train even the most disadvantaged of people and turn

them into productive workers.

There is no glossing over the fact that the job is not

an easy one. A great many of the people who need help not

only lack the skills and the education needed to get and hold

jobs, but they are disillusioned and disenchanted. They are

conditioned to rejection and failure; their children are

"conditioned" to expect a life of poverty and failure. Many

know little of the disciplines of work or of life in an

industrial setting. Many are night people, accustomed to

irregular hours and life on the streets. Many are suspicious

of authority and hostile to outsiders, while violence too

often becomes a form of self-expression and of wearing off

frustrations.

It was, in fact, strife in the streets that brought on

the JOBS NOW program in operation in Chicago. This pioneering

project was aimed at getting jobs for 3,000 of the hard-core

3 - n' -"-..-w
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unemployed and is a heartening example of what can be done

in hiring the culturally disadvantaged (4 p. 116).

This is behind the Human Resources Development Program

instigated by Secretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz in a

speech in Chicago in November, 1965. The program was

launched in Chicago the following December and subsequently

in Houston, Rochester, New York, St. Louis, and Los Angeles,

all as experimental demonstration projects. It has not

become national in scope.

The efforts are directed toward the marginally employable,

the chronically unemployed, and those who through discourage-

ment have given up even trying to find a job. The program has

a dual thrust-combing neighborhoods in poverty areas to find

the unemployed or underemployed in order to identify their

needs and capabilities, and developing job opportunities for

them. The ultimate goal is to get them out of the throes

of welfare and charity and social alienation and help them

to become self-sufficient useful members of society.

The segments of American population under the "economic

blot" and who need help based on the HRD concepts are mainly

in the slums and ghettos and the pockets of poverty in rual

areas.

Those locked in the slums and ghettos have an unemployment

rate that is double or triple the overall rate of the city

as a whole. Their problem is further complicated by the

suburbanization of industries and the flight of the middle
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class to the roomier suburbs. With many of the jobs going

to the suburbs or along the beltways, many are unable to get

to where the jobs are. Many of those crowded in the city

poverty areas lack the education and skill to get jobs.

The Bureau of Census says that in 1972 alone, more than four

million Negroes have migrated from the South to cities in the

North and West. Many were former share-croppers or tenant

farmers and are unprepared for jobs in a competitive job

market ( 4, p. 119).

The rural poverty problem, and the United States

Department of Agriculture estimates that there are about

17 million rural poor--centers in those parts of the United

States that have been bypassed largely by technological

advances (19 p. 8). The day of the small dirt or woodlot

farmer is passing and today's farming requires large tracts

of open land. Furthermore, the chances of new industry moving

in to create jobs depends largely on what local skills and

professional manpower are available, and what natural re-

sources and recreation are there. Expressways that bypass

the small towns hurt local small business. The young people

especially tend to flock to the cities in the hopes of getting

work, but unless they have something to offer in the job

market they add further to the problem of the ghetto and slum.

Those who remain in the rural poverty areas seldom even know

that help can be had. It is a problem the Employment Service
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is trying to do something about through its smaller communities

program and the use of mobile teams to bring Employment Service

to isolated areas.

But the Human Resources Development Program at the

present time is focused initially on the inner city problem.

It is based on a person-to-person approach. This is usually

referred to as the outreach approach. This technique is being

used successfully in the more than 150 Youth Opportunity

Centers set up by the Employment Service over the past few

years.

In HRD program, outreach means far more than knocking

on doors and asking questions. It means going into the pool

halls, bars, street corners, alleys, and other places where

the unemployed in the slum areas hand out, to find the jobless

and acquaint them with the services that are available that

lead to a job. It means taking into consideration the basic

problems, characteristics, and conditions of life of the person

involved. It means trying to get at a person and try to

figure out how he could be motivated and helped to take a

meaningful place in American society. In a sense, it means

being the Good Samaritan who offers the helping hand. But

whether or not the hand is accepted depends in large measure

on the skill and the emphathy of those who extend it.

For this reason, perhaps the most effective way to

conduct outreach is through the use of trained indigenous
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neighborhood interviewers who know the neighborhoods 
and the

people in them. They stand a greater chance of being accepted

and have a greater grasp of their needs and problems. The

HRD programs are in direct contact with the ghetto, including

the local Civil Rights groups, church groups, neighborhood

health and welfare organizations, to bring the disadvantaged

to the Employment Service for help. The purpose of the out-

reach is to encourage the disadvantaged individual to come

to the neighborhood centers and Employment Service office

facilities established in the areas so that they can be helped.

Sometimes it means actually bringing them there. For

example, in an experiemental HRD project in Milwaukee, the

Employment Service found that the outreach was not effective

and people contacted did not show up at the centers. They

leased a station wagon, and two community workers would go

out together and bring interested persons to the centers for

counseling and further services. They also found that if the

community worker sat in on the counseling interview, it was

easier to get across to the person the feeling that someone

really was interested in him.

After outreach comes the next step which involves

skillful counseling and the development of a plan of service

tailored to individual needs. This plan runs the gamut from

suitable training or retraining, any supportive services

such as basic education or literacy help, and medical or
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psychological service, to job development and eventual

placement.

In the experimental projects in five cities, one out

of two reached in the ghettos needed basic health and welfare

services prior to referral to training or a job. Day care

centers for small children were urgently needed for mothers

who needed and wanted to work. Others needed transportation

or the money to pay for it. Many had never been out of the

confines of their ghetto area and had no idea how to get

around to other parts of the city. Some needed constant day-

to-day supportive services in counseling, guidance, and

encouragement (10 pp. 112 - 114).

In the Chicago project, after one year of operation,

1,410 of th disadvantaged were placed in jobs and 545 in

training courses. An interesting sidelight in the Houston

program was that because of the outreach along, 598 went out

on their own to get jobs. All they needed was to know that

someone cared enough to seek them out and to know that jobs

were available (9 pp. 11 - 12).

Under the Manpower Development and Training Act, the

Government contributes to the training costs and provides

technical assistance. At the present time, a bulk of the

training programs are directed toward the disadvantaged.

Consequantly, more than government help is needed. Employers

and educational institutions must try to create jobs and

training opportunities for the disadvantaged because of the
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vital importance of providing successful outcomes in terms

of jobs and training beyond those that could ever be funded

under existing State and Federal programs. Outreach without

outcome means only a dead end street and is worse for the

individual than no outreach at all.

A vital part of the HRD program is job market information,

including local job openings, vacancies, job related suppor-

tive services, trends, and training opportunities. This is

information needed not only by the Employment Service and

other intermediaries involved, but by the hard-core unemployed

themselves. Too seldom does this kind of information penetrate

the slums and ghettos and, if it does, it is rarely understood.

Word-of-mouth communication about jobs and training opportu-

nities circulated in neighborhood centers, churches, and

various gathering places can be one of the most effective ways

of reaching the hard-core unemployed. Allmedia need to be

used, but employing terms they can grasp.

Problems of Human Resource Development

The major problems of human resource development fall

into two broad categories: 1) those related to shortages of

"high-level" manpower with critical skills and competence,

and 2) those related to redundant or underutilized manpower.

Thus human resource development is concerned with the two-

fold objective of building knowledge and skills (essentially

the development of man's branpower) and providing employment

. , - ,.
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and broader opportunity for unutilized or underutilized

manpower. The skills in short supply are not merely those

related to productive employment, nor is manpower necessarily

underutilized if it is not engaged in productive activity.

The objective of a strategy of human resource development

is to build the skills and knowledge required for economic,

social, cultural and political growth and to provide avenues

of participation in the creation of a better society for all

who seek them.

Identification of Problem Areas:

1. The problems of the hard-core unemployment and the

underprivileged continue in the main to be treated with

single one-shot remedies. Continuing efforts need to

be made to link together a wide variety of programs to

treat the illness instead of the symptoms (7 pp. 10-11).

2. Minority group problems continue to be among the

most distressing in and out of the labor force. Of

particular concern is the general inability of minority

group members to enter apprenticeships with labor unions;

many find it difficult to find employment with contractors.

The problems of women are equally distressing in the

areas of equal wages, advancement, and opportunity to

enter traditionally "male" occupations. This perhaps

is as true among college educated women as it is among

those with high school educations (7 pp. 14-15).
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3. Older citizens continue to leave the labor force

and to enter into an ambiguous existence which in some

cases robs life of its meaningfulness. Older citizens

need to be trained and brought into service occupations,

where there is a great unmet need. Therefore, preretire-

ment counseling centers have been suggested as one

approach to dealing with this problem, perhaps utilizing

the wide range of resources available in colleges and

universities and coupling them with resources already

available but unlinked ( 7 pp. 19-20).

4. Rural citizens, particularly youths, continue.to

have special problems of unemployment. The continuing

decline in farm occupations means new opportunities will

have to be made available to those in rural areas.

An outreach system has been suggested to convey appren-

ticeship and training information to rural areas; in

addition, vocational counseling needs to be stengthened.

Areas Vocationsl Schools will bring new training oppor-

tunities to rural youth, but the opportunities will be

of no avail if information about them is not disseminated

widely (7 pp. 27 - 28).

Without question, underutilization of human resources

is the most serious and intractable problem. There are

many forms of underutilization of human resources. Open

unemployment, underemployment, disguised unemployment, or
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mal-employment are among the more obvious. 
Moreover, it is

difficult to make a distinction between poverty 
and under-

utilization.

Summary and Conclusion

The subject of human resources had aroused new 
interest

among both academicians and policy makers during the 
past

decade. At the theoretical level, the concept of investment

in human capital has emphasized the role of manpower 
as an

instrument for economic growth and development. At the

policy level, planning for the effective development, 
utili-

zation, and conservation of the stock of human resources has

been recognized as an important element in the achievement 
of

a variety of social goals in both modern and transitional

societies. The emergence of "human resource development

planning," of "active manpower policies" in a large number

of countries throughout the world, and of the "War on Poverty"

in the United States has increased substantially the impor-

tance of and the demand for manpower specialists in the public

sector. Academic institutions are responding by creating new

instructional programs in manpower or by adding manpower or

human resources as fields of specialization in previously

existing industrial relations degree program.

Human resource development embraces many constituents

and interrelated elements. It includes formal education at

all levels. In addition, it covers on-the-job training,
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individual self-development, and informal as well as formal

adult education. The building of an appropriate structure

of financial and nonfinancial incentives is a critical factor.

Manpower assessments, education and training surveys, and wage

and salary studies are among the more important tools for

analysis of these elements. A strategy of human resource

development, therefore, requires the integration of a broad

range of programs based upon the findings of a wide variety

of studies.

Investments in education certainly contribute to

economic growth, but it is also obvious that economic growth

makes it possible for nations to invest in educational deve-

lopment. Education, therefore, is both the seed and the flower

of economic development.

Human skills, knowledge, and work capacities can be

developed in many ways. The most obvious is through formal

education, beginning at the primary or first level, continuing

with one of the various forms of secondary schooling, and then

going on to higher education, such as colleges, universities,

and technical institutes. Of equal importance is on-the-job

development through a wide variety of informal as well as

systematic training within the working environment. In

addition, individuals develop themselves through reading,

independent study, observing and learning from others, and

personal experience. Thus, human resources development, or

to use a more economically oriented term, "human capital
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formation," is for most people a lifetime process. It

encompasses work-oriented activity in schools, factories,

farms, governments, armies, political organization, trade

unions, and other institutions. In certain periods and in

particular environments human capital formation may be rapid

or sluggish. Through time, moreover, human resources

embodied in individuals may deteriorate; human capital, like

material capital, is subject to depreciation as well as to

accumulation.

If people are the greatest potential asset to an

organization and if it is true that the people in an organi-

zation are what really make the difference, then the develop-

ment of people and the creation of organizational conditions

for full utilization of their developed talents should be of

the highest priority and concern to the governing body and

the top management of a public organization. However, it

cannot be gainsaid that human resources approach envisages

the creation of comprehensive and cohesive learning systems

comprising all education and training activities, formal and

nonformal, and the offer of some kind of learning service

for everyone in the society.

Considering America's youth problems and human resources

programs it is interesting to note that Nigerian youth problem

differs, of course, in its nature from that of America.

However, the root of youth problem in both countries appears

to lie in the understandable dissatisfaction of the rising
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generation with the established social and economic order.

In Nigeria, this dissatisfaction takes on particular over-

tones because of its close link with the problems faced by

the increasing numbers of young people who are emerging from

a traditional way of life but who find that the modern economy

has not developed sufficiently to receive them and to offer

them the opportunities to use their talents creatively and

satisfyingly.

In practice, like all other developing nations, Nigeria

has not wholy undertaken such a task of developing human

resources. In fact, it has difficulty of making an inventory

of all its existing learning activities. As one can see in

chapter one, Nigeria, unlike America has traditionally

directed its attention of human resource development primarily

to formal education. Most recently, Nigeria became aware of

the vast but unharnessed potential of nonformal training acti-

vities. In the future, Nigeria will learn from developed

countries like America which have discovered the benefits

from integration of both formal and informal training systems.

It is very important to note that human resource can

never be fully or completely developed, for man's capacity

for intellectual growth has no upper limit. Nor are human

resources ever utilized optimally, for some people will

always be unemployed, underemployed, or mal-employed.

_
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CHAPTER III

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

Data were collected through questionnaires mailed to

twenty-two area groups. Of the 150 students involved in

this study, fifty were from the five Nigerian universities,

100 were from forty of the American universities. All the

twenty-five employers were from Nigeria. Of the 185 question-

naires mailed, 181 were returned. Considering the time

element, a cut-off time was set at the receipt of 175 question-

naires. Six questionnaires arrived too late and were not

used. Four questionnaires were not returned. See appendices

for sample of the questionnaires used in this study.

Findings of the survey were divided into five parts

for analysis and discussion. Part I deals with general

information including personal data, and educational back-

ground of participants. Part II requests opinions concerning

the significance of selected areas of studies in promoting

necessary training and development of Nigerians. Part III,

general information seeks opinions of participants concerning

labor and employment situation in Nigeria. Part IV asks

for opinions of the participants concerning the level at

which human resource development programs should be introduced
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in Nigeria. Part V asks for opinions as to the profession

the participants would like their children to choose if they

have the priviledge of choosing from several alternatives.

Responses from twenty-five selected Nigerian employers were

used in the general discussion and analysis of the survey.

General Background Information

The participants in this survey were 150 selected

Nigerian students. One hundred of these students were from

some of the American college campuses and fifty were attending

Nigerian universities. Also, twenty-five Nigerian employers

took part in this survey. Of these employers, five were in

manufacturing, eight in retailing, four in education, three

in government, and five in general services. All these

employers have been in operation in Nigeria between one and

fifty years. Incidentally, one of the employers has been in

Nigerian business for more than fifty years. None of the

employers had less than twenty five employees. Fifteen of

the employers had between two hundred and one thousand

employees. Thirteen of the organizations were owned solely

by Nigerians, nine of the organizations were owned both by

Nigerians and foreign nationals, while three were owned by

Nigerian government (Table I).

Personal Data of the Student Participants. The student

participants were asked to furnish personal data. The data

z;
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as shown on Table II revealed that 105 of the participants

were male while forty-five were female. Sixty-five per cent

of the participants were married and thirty-five per cent of

the participants were single. Sixty-nine per cent of those

married were men and thirty-one per cent were married women.

It is interesting to note that none of the participants was

divorced. The survey also indicated that the participants

were between the age range of twenty to forty. However,

fifty-three per cent of the participants were within twenty-

six to thirty years of age. Thirty-two per cent of the male

married participants have more than one wife. Ninety-one

per cent of the married participants have children. Also,

thirty per cent of the married participants have four or

more children (Table III and IV).

Compared to their brothers and sisters, thirty-eight of

the participants indicated that they were the fourth oldest

child in their family (Table V). While fifty-five per cent

of the participants indicated that their fathers were farmers,

only four per cent said that their fathers were skilled

production workers (Table VI). Eighty-five per cent of the

student participants said that their fathers were living

(Table VII). However, only fifteen per cent of the parti-

cipants said that their fathers attained a graduate or pro-

fessional degree.
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TABLE IV

RESPONSES OF 68 MARRIED MALE STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

CONCERNING THEIR MARITAL STATUS

MARITAL STATUS RESPONSES PER CENT

1 Wife 46 68

2 Wives 11 16

3 Wives 5 7

4 Wives 6 9
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Education, Training and Development. Each participant

was requested to list the areas of college major. The data

revealed that forty-three per cent of the participants were

majoring in the area of social science. Nine of the women

participants were majoring in the areas of agricultural

science and home economics. A total of fifteen 'participants

reported a major in science and engineering, and forty-four

majored in education (Table VIII).

All the participants were high school graduates. However,

thirty per cent said that they attended the grammar school

rather than the regular high school. The main difference

between a grammar school and the high school lies in the fact

that the former is based on the English tradition with strong

academic bias. Both provide courses of five or six years in

length beyond the primary school level. Eighty-nine per cent

of the participants have completed more than one year of

college. Ten of the male, and three of the female student

participants have obtained batchelor degrees. Eight of those

with batchelor degrees graduated from American universities

while the remaining five participants with degreees graduated

from either European or Nigerian colleges. Among these

thirteen graduate participants were three female students

working towards advanced degrees in the areas of education,

engineering and home economics respectively. None of the

student participants had a doctorate degree but two of the

a .a . .
# wr , - ;:. ..- .. .- , . - .,.
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TABLE VIII

AREAS OF COLLEGE MAJOR OF 150

SELECTED NIGERIAN STUDENTS

COLLEGE MAJOR MEN WOMEN TOTAL PER CENTN=105 N=45

Agricultural Science 18 9 27 18
and Home Economics

Social Science 45 19 64 43

Science and
Engineering 13 2 15 10

Education 29 15 44 29

No Response 0 0 0 0

WON IN&' i, I ". 0,00- m- - - mom - - - No,
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male student participants said that they were working towards

doctorate degrees (Table IX).

Fifty-four per cent of the graduate student participants

obtained their batchelor degrees during 1971 to 1974. Twenty-

three per cent of the graduate said that they were in the

top one-quarter of their class at graduation. However, eight

per cent of the graduate participants said that they were in

the lower one-quarter of their class at graduation. While

seventy-seven per cent of the graduate participants said that

they had academic honors, only twenty-three per cent said

that they did not have any academic honors at the undergra-

duate level.

It is interesting to note that seventy-seven per cent

of the student participants said that they attended univer-

sity primarily in the day time. All except twenty per cent

of the student participants indicated that they were full-

time students doing no outside work except in the summer.

Nine of the female and thirteen of the male student partici-

pants said that they were full-time students, also working

part-time. Forty-one of all the student participants said

that they were part-time students, working part-time also.

Twenty-seven per cent of all the student participants were

part-time students, holding full-time jobs. Four male students

and one female student participants indicated that they were

full-time students and holding full-time jobs (Table X).

. --
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Sixty-one per cent of the student participants said

they contributed more than seventy-five per cent of their

educational cost. Like most other developing countries,

financing education by Nigerian students has never been easy.

Many of the Nigerian parents are poor and barely put their

children through the primary school. Many parents cannot

afford a secondary education, as such, many children do not

go to college. The Nigerian government scholarships are

very few. Consequently most Nigerian college students end up

working their way through college. One of the traditional

beliefs popular in Nigeria is that the man who values his

education so highly that is willing to work his way through

college is a highly motivated driver who is likely to be

successful.

Employment, Wages, Management, and

Personnel Problem in Nigeria

The selected Nigerian employers participating in this

survey were asked to indicate their sources of labor. Seventy-

two per cent of these employers indicated that most of their

job applicants were from rural areas (Table XI). Eight per

cent said that most of their job applicants were from the

cities. Twenty per cent expressed that most of their job

applicants were from other countries in Africa. Nigeria,

being surrounded by many other progressive countries in Africa

such as Ghana, Zaire, and Liberia seems to have been endowed
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with rich sources of labor. Without the drift of manpower

from these neighboring countries, Nigeria is proud of his

booming population from which it can draw enough of manpower.

Quantitative supply of labor is not a problem in Nigeria but

the quality of human resources continues to hinder the economic

progress. A most significant feature of Nigerian labor force

is migration of a much more permanent nature. Migrants move

from the over-populated east to the relatively underpopulated

north and west and to Lagos, the capital city of Nigeria.

Workers are usually recruited in the main cities of

Nigeria. Job seekers wander from factory gate to factory

gate. Recently, the government set up a labor exchange but

this has not yet modified traditional patterns of job seeking.

Employers sometimes find unskilled workers in the provinces

but usually they recruit their skilled manpowers in large

cities. It is a common practice for workers to press their

employers to recruit members of their extended family.

Essentially, it must be noted that the supply of unskilled

labor is abundant in Nigeria causing strain on her economic

growth.

Responses of Participating Nigerian Students and Employers

to Questions on Employment, Wages, Management & Personnel

Problems. All the participants were asked to indicate a

major concern of management in Nigeria (Table XII). Nineteen

per cent said that locating the market for selling products

x
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is a major concern of management. Seventeen per cent

considered technical problem as a major concern of management

while financial problem was considered, the main major concern

of management by eight per cent of the participants. Evidently,

one of the greatest obstacles facing rapid industrial growth

in developing countries, particularly Nigeria, is the lack of

capital. The net capital investment in Nigeria averages

about five per cent of the national income. This net capital

investment is small when compared with that of many of the

developed countries. It cannot be overstated that there is

need for encouraging maximum capital accumulation by raising

rate of savings and investment. Three per cent of the par-

ticipants indicated that climate is a major concern of

management in Nigeria. Although extreme high or low tempe-

rature affects output adversely, cold has greater adversed

effect on African workers than heat. Fifty-three per cent

of the participants indicated that lack of adequate skilled

personnel is the major concern of management in Nigeria.

Most participants undoubtedly accepted that lack of the

necessary "know-how" and capital is the main cause of the

slow rate of industrialization in Nigeria.

There is lack of experience among the existing indigenous

staff; consequently, productivity is low. The difficulty of

recruiting experienced men on maintenance and repair work

result in a tendency to try to write down capital equipment

in a shorter period of time than in advanced countries. With
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the shortage of engineers, most Nigerian employers sometimes

ask their technicians to carry out duties which rightly

belong to engineers. This results in poor performance and

means that the engineers engaged in other full-time duties

must find time to supervise them. For many years, Nigeria

has given recognition to the monopoly of the traditional

hierarchy, politicians, legal experts, artists and literary

writers but she neglected giving due recognition to her

geologists, engineers, physicists, and chemists on whom hopes

of industrialization are placed.

The participants were asked to describe the trend in

Nigerian employment since 1964. Eleven per cent said that

Nigerian employment was slowly decreasing. Nine per cent

felt that Nigerian employment was stable. Thirty per cent

said that Nigerian employment was rising rapidly, and fifty

per cent of the participants said that Nigerian employment

was slowly expanding. In some parts of Nigeria, trend in

employment within the past two years can be described as

stable. A high degree of competition among unskilled job-

seekers is the major cause of stability. Pressures from the
"extended family" also favor stability; responsibilities

accumulate on the wage-earners as more and nore "relatives"

come to live on their wages; it becomes increasingly difficult

for workers to abandon their jobs, thereby curtailing family

income.
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However, fifty-six per cent of the participants indicated

that lack of skills is the major cause affecting level of

employment in Nigeria. Too many senior civil servants in

Nigeria have had a literary education only. This education

has not been balanced by a minimum training in administrative

methods. Far too often there is the evidence that many of

the administrators cannot make good use of, interpret, or

inspire the advice of their technicians. Modern administration

is complicated for splendid amataurism of the British tradition.

Unfortunately, the present civil service in Nigeria is a

legacy from the British tradition. Eighty-three per cent of

the participants said that the major problem of Nigerian labor

force is qualification. The employers are looking for appli-

cants that have the right skills but these type of applicant

are in short supply. Three population flows serve as a main

source of labor. One of these can be described as unskilled

northerns moving south seeking casual employment in various

forms of arduous physical labor. This movement seems almost

counter-balanced by southerners going to the north in search

of clerical and artisan employment. Also, easterners have

traditionally migrated to most parts of Nigeria in search of

wage earning employment, primarily at the semi-skilled and

clerical levels.

Qualification also influences response to incentives

in Nigeria. Nigeria has eight wage-grades which correspond
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to various qualifications: I-IV, for unskilled labor (by

American standard); V to VI for skilled labor, and VII for

supervisory labor. Higher skills reduce willingness to

change job for economic reasons.

All participants except one employer considered moral

quality as a major problem with Nigerian labor force. It is

interesting to note that eleven per cent of the participants

felt that there were no major problems with Nigerian labor

force. Most Nigerians, especially eighty-nine per cent of the

participants in this survey, were aware of the major problems

affecting Nigerian labor force.

The participants were asked to express expatriate labor

force in percentage of total labor force in Nigeria. Sixty

per cent said that expatriate labor force in Nigeria was less

than three per cent of the Nigerian labor force. Fifty-two

per cent of the employers who participated in this survey

said that expatriate labor force in Nigeria was four to six

per cent of the total labor force. Eighty-seven per cent of

the participants indicated that the percentage of expatriate

foremen to the total number of Nigerian foremen was between

one to twenty per cent. It is the lack of skill of indi-

genous labor of Nigeria which creates the need to keep up

expensive expatriate labor force, thus maintaining a dualistic

labor market. In most cases, indigenous labor is hired for

unskilled jobs. The cost of expatriate labor is quite

considerable. Labor legislation, although egalitarian in

.. ,
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spirit, allows many fringe benefits to be attached to

expatriates wages: Free housing, water, gas, electricity,

medical insurance, sometimes cars and servants, are provided

by many industrial employers to their expatriate staff and

to their families. Employers must also finance home leaves

for expatriate employees and their families once every twenty

months. Gratuities including payment of a thirteenth month

wage are in current practice. In actual fact, it is usually

the case that expatriate workers, even when their wage-grade

is the same as that of an African worker, are heads of small

departments within industrial firms; in so far as highly

skilled workers are concerned there is no completition

between African and expatriate labor, since the latter alone

has functions of supervision which wage-grades do not suggest.

However, competition does exist in the case of foremen and

of secretarial staff, which account for the majority of expa-

triate labor.

Seventy per cent of the participants indicated that

labor turnover within the past two years in Nigeria had been

very slow. Thirteen per cent said that Nigeria had faster

labor turnover in the last two years. Seventeen per cent

of the participants said that there was no change in labor

in Nigeria within the last two years. Labor turnover in

Nigeria is composed of separations as a result of retirement,

serious sickness, death, redundancy, breach of discipline,

inefficiency, excessive absenteeism, theft and voluntary

_. . .
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leaving. Even though absenteeism and labor turnover are

proving to be quantitatively less conspicuous labor problems

in Nigeria, but many employers have exprressed great concern

in these areas within the last two years.

Sixty-two per cent of the participants indicated that

employment contract in Nigeria was mostly oral. Eleven per

cent said that employment contract was mostly written. How-

ever, twenty-seven per cent indicated that employment written

contract were only for higher wage-grades. Concerning wage

determination, twenty-seven per cent of the participants said

that wage determination was usually by collective agreement.

But seventy-three of the participants said that wage deter-

mination for Nigerian workers was management choice. In many

of the Nigerian industrial establishments, expatriates as

well as native employers resist directly or indirectly the

right of their workers to join trade unions. Workers are

sometimes victimized and their attempts to join larger unions

are thwarted.

Historically, during the initial phases of industrialization

in Nigeria, wage tended to stick at their initial level in

spite of the rapid expansion of agricultural exports and growth

of both traditional and modern industries. Also, the employers'

conventional beliefs that, in general, indigenous labor not

only had low productivity but had limited capacity for impro-

vements; and that is was used to the customary low material
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standard of living and would not respond positively to the

incentive of higher wages. This crystallized into the

convention of low wages. Essentially, in most cases wage

determination in Nigeria is a management's choice.

The participants were asked to indicate the number of

effective working hours per week in Nigeria (Table XII).

Surprisingly, only five per cent of the participants indicated

a choice of forty hours or less as the effective working

hours per week in Nigeria. On the other hand,-sixty-two per

cent of the participants would like Nigerian employers to

initiate a policy of forty-eight hours as the effective

working hours per week. Ten of the twenty-five Nigerian

employers participants in this survey wanted the forty-eight

hours working week. A main reason for this can be associated

to the fact that Nigeria employers would like to use effec-

tively the avilable skilled labor. There are two evidences

relevant to the number of hours a Nigerian laborer is willing

to work. The first is the practice of "moon lighting" by

many Nigerian workers. The second evidence is the number of

hours worked by Nigerians in small industry sector which

ranges from ten to eleven exclusive of lunch. The elasticity

of supply of effort in respect to monetary incentives is to

be seen not only in the willingness of Nigerian labor to work

long hours but also in their response to payment-by-results.

Effective Factors of Motivation in Nigeria. The

participants were asked to indicate the most effective
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factor of motivation in Nigeria. Twenty-six per cent of

the participants indicated that the followings are the

effective factors of motivation in Nigeria: challenging

job, recognition, growth, advancement, feeling of achievement,

responsibility and work itself (Table XII). Eleven per cent

of the participants said that challenging job and recognition

for achievement will be the most effective means of motivation

in Nigeria. Nine per cent of the participants indicated that

opportunity for growth and the work itself were the most

effective means of motivation in Nigeria. Also, twelve per

cent said that assigning responsibility to employee as well

as his feeling of advancement were the effective factors of

motivation.

Also responding to the question concerning the use of

money as an incentive to increase productivity, fifty-three

per cent of the responding students and only twenty per cent

of the employers who took part in this survey said that

monetary incentives are effective means of increasing produc-

tivity in Nigeria.

Most industrial employers in Nigeria often doubt the

efficiency of monetary incentives. They do not think that

workers do react positively to them. In the past, entre-

preneurs who denied the efficacy of monetary incentives gave

two reasons to support their opinions. The first reason is

economic: It rests on the assumption that the size of the

"extended family" living at the workers' expense varies

> ;
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according to the latters' wages; increasing wages is likely

to induce marginal members of the extended families to

settle down in town for good at the expense of industrial

workers. The workers, it is said, are aware of this fact,

and know that increases in wages would be absorbed by extra

expenditures for relatives. Therefore, the incentive effect

of premiums is considerably reduced, or suppressed, since

premiums do not offer any real advantage to the wage-earners.

This line of argument was often used by colonial employers

to justify low wages as an optimum solution.

On the contrary, there is a growing feeling among many

Nigerian observers that monetary incentives are effective

means of increasing productivity in Nigeria. The fact that

payment-by-results is eagerly received in Nigeria whenever

it permits the worker to increase his average earnings, in

contrast to the tendency to abandon incentive schemes in

developed countries, is strongly connected with, if not wholly

a result of, the greater desire of the very much lower paid

Nigerian worker to increase his wage earnings.

Independent of meeting traditional obligations, status

recognition provides an important motive for the individual

Nigerian worker to maximize his money income. Another conti-

tatively most significant motive for acquiring money is the

desire to obtain goods and services for personal consumption.

He seeks wage-earning employment not just to obtain a shirt,

bicycle or watch but to buy more and better food, decent

;. ;.. ~
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clothing, electricity for his dwelling, a radio, schooling

for his children and members of his extended family, medical

attention and so on. His horizons are defined not only by

his western education and want-creating advertisements but by

what he personally observes, what he hears on the radio, and

what he sees in films. As a result of these influences and

because the material standards of developed countries are

achieved by a sufficient number of expatriates and Nigerians,

in the large firms, in the higher civil service and in poli-

tics, the aspirations of the average urban-dwelling Nigerian

are not very different from those of Europeans or Americans.

At the present time, there are no evidences to prove as

to wether or not monetary incentives are effective means of

increasing productivity of Nigerian workers. But it cannot

be doubted that pay can be used along with other incentives

to motivate the Nigerian workers. Among other things,

Nigerian worker wants steady work, comfortable working con-

ditions, good boss, opportunity for advancement, high pay,

opportunity to use his ideas, opportunity to learn a job,

good hours, easy work.

Attitude of Nigerian Workers towards their jobs. The

participants were asked to indicated their opinions concerning

the attitude of Nigerian workers towards their jobs (Table

XII). Fifteen per cent of the participants indicated that

Nigerian foremen were more involved than workers. Eighteen

per cent of the participants said that Nigerian workers were

- -
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generally not involved in their jobs. However, sixty-seven

per cent of the participants said that Nigerian workers were

satisfactorily involved in their jobs.

Participation and involvement are the best guarantees

of commitment. Nigerian employers have encouraged many of

their employees to participate in many of the activities of

their organizations. Planning and review committees have

been organized and many of the Nigerian workers have been

involved as active members of these committees.

Concerning the attitudes of Nigerian workers towards

machines, sixty-two per cent of the participants said that

Nigerian workers' attitudes towards machines were favorable.

Generally, the African worker does not possess any inherent

incapacities or attitudes which are detrimental to efficient

production. The African's willingness to work is not lower

than observations in developed economies. While the environ-

mental background contains certain facets of machine operation

and maintenance which the African does not "naturally adapt

to", training will rectify such shortcomings.

Also, careful selection, monetary incentive and surveillance

from higher management will reduce supervisory weaknesses to

negligible proportions.

Extent of Involvement in some of the general organization

functions. The student participants were asked to indicate

the degree to which they were involved or planned to be in-

volved in some of the general organization functions.

;:;
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Thirty-eight male student participants and eight female

student participants said that they were highly involved in

planning function which includes determining goals, policies

and courses of action. Twenty-seven of the students said

that they were somewhat involved in planning function.

Seventy-four of the students said that they were not involved

and did not plan to be involved in planning. Threee of the

students did not respond to this question. Incidentally,

the three were female students (Table XIII).

Fifty per cent of the students said that they were

involved or planned to be involved in investigating function

which includes collecting and preparing information, usually

in the form of records, reports, and accounts. Also, fifty-

three per cent of the students said that they were highly

involved or planned to be involved in coordinating function

which includes exchanging of information with people in the

organization other than subordinates in order to relate and

adjust programs. Included in this coordinating function are

advising other departments expediting, liaison with other

managers, arranging meetings, informing superiors and seeking

other departments' cooperation. It is interesting to note

that about fifty-four per cent of the students said that

they were involved or planned to be involved in supervising

function which include such activities as directing, leading

and developing subordinates (counselling subordinates,
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training subordinates, explaining work rules, assigning work,

disciplining and handling complaints of subordinates).

Other general organization functions in which the students

said that they were involved or planned to be involved are

evaluating, staffing, negotiating, representing, employee

relations, finances, materials and goods, purchases and sales,

methods and procedures, facilities, equipments, and super-

vising (Table XIII). All these functions are very important

to the economic and social development of Nigeria. Undoubtedly

copious training will be needed before these students can

effectively perform in Nigerian organizations.

Definitely, those who will turn the wheels of the future

industries in Nigeria must be capable men, who achieve their

position, not because they are of a certain tribe or political

party, but because they are pvoved, capable, qualified men,

whose minds are shaped to recognize their duty to the commu-

nity, and who will translate this into unceasing hard work.

Opinions as to the degree of importance associated with

selected traits and characteristics for management career

(Table XIV) summarizes, for all respondents in this study

the relative importance they place on each management trait

or characteristic. However, it is noted from the analysis

that the items rated most often among the four most important

characteristics were: Analytical Skill (ability to weigh

facts and make clear, concise and accurate judgement),
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Communication Skills (ability to get ideas across), Training

Skills (ability to develop, strengthen and improve the compe-

tence of subordinates), Leadership (ability to get things

done through other people ). It might be noted that these

five areas of emphasis tend to form a pattern. For example,

if one thinks in terms of a problem solving orientation, an

initial step would be to analyze certain data in order to

form proper judgements, then to communicate to others the

plan developed. Naturally, with good communication, the

process of training takes its turn, and finally. leadership

must be provided in order that the organization might be

able to effectively pursue the agreed upon course of action.

It would seem, therefore, that to succeed, there must

be a proper appreciation by the incumbent of the responsi-

bilities of his position, both in terms of how he is expected

to perform and what results he is supposed to achieve.

However, one of the major problems in a typical management

system is that many people really do not know and understand

their jobs.

Table XV shows that no one form of training program stands

out as needing an unusual emphasis. However, of those listed,

programs developing technical skills, programs stressing

interpersonal relationships, programs designed specifically

for younger more recent employees in their early career,

company sponsored programs out of plant and programs designed
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specifically for management personnel in their advanced

career (over age 45) were emphasized to a greater degree

than were any other areas.

Most companies do not heavily emphasize any of the

listed programs for young men. However, more companies have

been moving in this direction in recent years. Obviously,

this is a trend which all indications suggest will be acce-

lerated, but probably along more carefully planned, systematized

and well-organized lines than has been the case up until now.

Opinions of participants as to the extent of emphasis

that should be given selected areas of study in Nigerian

university curriculum are shown on Table XVI. All the areas

of study except Art, Music, and Literature were considered

important and should be given "much" emphasis in Nigerian

university curriculum. Nearly everyone agreed to the obvious

importance of 1) Communication Skills, 2) English

Communication, 3) Human Relations, 4) Agriculture,

5) Sociology and Psychology, 6) Marketing, 7) Management

and 8) Law. The demands of the future hold that courses in

communication skills, foreign language particularly English,

Marketing, Management, Law and Organization Behavior will

remain highly important in Nigerian curriculum. But it is

very essential that these courses should be tailored to

meet the needs of individual Nigerians.
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Of special concern is the great importance given to

Sociology and Psychology. These areas of study are very new

disciplines in Nigerian schools, colleges, and universities.

Nigerian students realize the importance of these areas of

study. Undoubtedly, one of the greatest challenges to be

faced by future generations in Nigeria is that of coping

with the tensions created by a technological and scientific

world. It is believed that both sociology and psychology

as academic disciplines have specific roles to play in solving

Nigerian social and psychological problems.

The problem of the curriculum in Nigerian schools,

colleges, and universities has two aspects: the first has

to do with the emphasis given to the various disciplines--

arts, natural science and agriculture; the second has to do

with the content of the syllabus in each discipline, that

is, the extent that it is founded on local materials, history

and problems. In these respects, the criticisms of the

curriculum in the formative years of university education in

Nigeria are very disturbing. There seems to be too much

emphasis on literary subjects, too little on the natural

sciences and too little on agricultural studies. And, with

much emphasis on subjects which are not strictly relevant

to local conditions.

Accounting will remain highly important with much

emphasis being placed on this course in Nigerian university

curriculum. But accounting probably will be compressed and
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accelerated so that they do not take up the same overly

high proportion of the curriculum as it might have in the

last two years. Accounting concepts, budgeting and cost

should be stressed. Mathematics, statistics, computer tech-

nology should be emphasized in the curriculum of the future.

(Specific areas of study might include, fundamentally:,cal-

culus up to Differential Equations; Matrix algebra including

Linear Transformation; Mathematical Statistics and Probability).

Finance should continue to rank very high as it does in the

minds of most participants, but economic theory must be given

additional emphasis. (Areas of study might cover aggregate

Economics and International Trade; Theory of the Firm; Money

and Banking including capital markets; allocation of resources;

and simulation). Nigerian Managers should benefit from a

great interest in the knowledge of Marketing and Production.

Without this breadth, it will be difficult to take the

systems view-point increasingly required by general management.

In this era of urban problems, social courses in the

behaviorial sciences, Political Science and Sociology should

be emphasized. Course in the humanities are likely to be

important in the future, at least to those who aspire to the

top management position, if only because they develop the

social awareness and human understanding so critical to exe-

cutive success.
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Nigerian universities have developed a variety of

innovative approaches that have helped in the training of

teachers through the establishment of special teacher

colleges to provide education in rural areas. However,

little has been done toward developing such program approaches

in the occupational areas of high manpower demand such as

business administration and land management. The university

system needs to consider these new areas of need and bring its

resources to bear on the new opportunities for human resource

development

Opinions of the participants concerning Nigerian

employers towards continuing education are shown on Table

XVII. All the participants except one said that Nigerian

employers did not have any policy which strongly encouraged

and subsidized continuing education. Eight per cent of the

participants said that Nigerian employers' policy strongly

encouraged education but not subsidized while ten per cent

said that Nigerian employers' policy subsidized continuing

education but individual must initiate. Also, twenty-nine

per cent said that employers' policy gave little formal

encouragement to continuing education but fifty-two per cent

of the participants said that Nigerian employers do not have

any formal policy for continuing education.

Improving the quality of the labor force is not just a

question of expanding formal education, which only affects

new entrants. It should also involve the re-education of
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the existing labor force, where the low productivity of the.

labor force may be due to the much lower standard of education

which prevailed in earlier years, rather than the insufficient

size of the present school system. Employers' activity in

this areas is modest. Roles of Nigerian employers in promo-

ting continuing education cannot be over-emphasized. The

Nigerian employers need to have policy statements that will

strongly encourage and subsidize continuing education.

Responses to the extent of familiarity, degree of

company support, and participation of the participants in

fourteen typical training and development programs are shown

on Table XVIII. The intent was not to assess every program

currently employed in some of the Nigerian industries because

this, of course, would neither be possible nor practical.

However, one of the purposes of including these programs on

the questionnaire was to have the first hand information

concerning the popularity of these new programs in Nigerian

society. Table XVIII summarizes these findings and a review

of the data suggests that most of these training and develo-

pment programs are still not familiar to many Nigerians.

There are very wide varying degrees of familiarity with all

the programs. Also, there are differences in the amount of

company support and variations in the extent of participation.

There is no consistent indication of awareness, backing or

involvement of these programs in most of the Nigerian indus-

tries.
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A further analysis of the data, however, provides

the opportunity to observe the emergence of certain important

trends. For example, as far as participation is concerned,

some of the Nigerian student respondents were involved in

training such as the university extension, human relation

seminars, decision making workshops and management by objec-

tives. Many of the specialized kinds of training programs

that might be offered either off-premises or as captive

programs for would-be-managers are just gaining some recog-

nition. In fact, with some of these programs, the level of

familiarity that the participants have is very low. For

example, seventy-six per cent of the male student partici-

pants and eighty-seven per cent of the female student

participants expressed having no familiarity at all with Zero

Defects programs which are usually conducted within a company

for all employees to improve the quality and accuracy of

performance. Even less familiarity seems to apply with

regard to T-Group Training and Managerial Grid Seminars which

might be best classified as modern programs. In this case,

eighty-two per cent and eighty-seven per cent of both male

and female student participants, respectively, apparently

are unfamiliar with T-Group Training. Also, eighty-five per

cent of the male student participants and eighty-four per

cent of the female participants are unacquainted with Mana-

gerial Grid Seminars. Actually, the meetings associated

with both of these programs are quite similar in nature and

_ .: ,e - - -
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format in that they are relatively loose in structure and

designed to increase an individual's sensitivity to the

impact that he has on others, the effect that others have

on him and the nature of his performance and relationships

within his organization. Also, both of these types of

training have been actively publicized and discussed in the

literature, but apparently to no avail as far as most Nige-

rians are concerned.

The only training and development program that seems

most familiar to the participants is the Management by Objec-

tive. Seventeen per cent of all the participants claimed to

have participated in this type of training programs. In the

last two years, Management by Objectives, as a training and

development program gained distinct recognition both in

private and non-pfofit organizations in Nigeria. The Mana-

gement by Objectives program is intended to strengthen

management planning skills and coordination in achieving

mutually significant objectives.

It is of a considerable interest to note that the extent

of support by Nigerian organizations for any of these training

and development programs is very small. Greatest support

seems to be given to Human Relation's Seminars. In this case

thirteen per cent of the participants said that their com-

panies supported this training and development programs.

Although, this indicates a relatively high degree of support

being given human relations training program, it appears as
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though thirteen per cent support would be considered less

desirable for effective manager development program.

Opinions as to the degree of support Nigerian employers

should give selected training and development programs are

shown on Table XIX. Among program types, Informal Development

Programs with the company, Programs stressing Technical Skills,

Company sponsored Programs out-of-Plant, Released Time from

work, and Tuition Refund Programs are emphasized.

Generally, all the training and development programs

were considered very important and needed "much" support by

Nigerian employers. An analysis of data shown on Table XIX

indicates that the degree of required support varies from one

training program to the other. For example, eighty-seven

per cent of the student participants and forty per cent of

the employers indicated that "much" support should be given

to company sponsored programs out of plant. It is of great

interest to note that more than seventy-three per cent of

the student participants indicated that "much" emphasis should

be given tuition refund programs. However, only thirty-two

per cent of the employers said that much support should be

given tuition refund programs.

Increasingly liberal tuition refund programs tends to

make college programs more available to Nigerians but very

little funds are available. Scholarships that cover the cost

of tuition and of room and board should be sufficient and
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made available to deserving Nigerians. Provisions can be

made for an adequate supply of books in libraries that could

be utilized by all students. Placement services should be

set up.in the different universities to help the student in

finding employment. Loan funds, repayable after graduation,

should be made available to aid in the financing of education

for all well-qualified students. The judicious use of

scholarship funds can effectively balance the high-level

manpower needs for Nigeria.

With respect to content, programs stressing technical

skills were emphasized very strongly and were considered

necessary to be given much support in Nigeria, while programs

concentrating upon administrative and interpersonal skills

fell somewhat further behind.

The most popular program which eighty-six per cent of

the participants would like to see with much support, is

the informal communication's program which is now being offered

within many of the industries in Nigeria. Many employers

have started to accept intra-department meetings and conferences

as means through which they can bridge the communication gaps

which exists in many of the African industries. Also, the

employers begin to realize that through series of informal

development programs, they can achieve the highest degree of

employee participation. Undoubtedly, participation or employee

involvement is a necessity in that it provides the building

- _= -
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blocks upon which the climate of the organization is erected

and management growth and development can most fruitfully

flourish.

Responses to the degree of emphasis that are placed on

reading current business and technical literature are shown

on Table XX. It is most disturbing to note that only nine

per cent of the participants placed considerable emphasis on

reading current business literatures. Also, nine per cent

of the participants placed above emphasis on reading current

business literatures. Thirty per cent of the participants

placed below average emphasis on reading current business

literatures. Also, fifty-three per cent placed no emphasis

on reading current business and technical literatures. A

main source of continuing education and updating on's know-

ledge is through the reading of relevant current news report

and periodicals.

The twenty-five employers participating in this survey

were asked to indicate which of the high positions shown on

Table XXI were held by Nigerians, other Africans and Expa-

triates in their organizations. The data reveals that not

many Nigerians are holding higher positions in many of the

Nigerian.organizations. For example, only four Nigerians

were presidents of some organizations while a similar position

was held by six and nine other Africans and Expatriates

respectively. Also, only two Nigerians were vice presidents
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of manufacturing services, a position held by fifteen expa-

triates. Some foreign companies have complained that they

were being asked to put Nigerians in responsible posts when

there are few so qualified and experienced personnel available.

In some cases, the excuse is that indigenous workers cannot

easily acquire the breadth of vision required for these

posts. Sometimes it must be admitted that the right type

of national has not come forward. But it is for the companies

concerned to create conditions conducive to attracting people

of the right calibre and to give them training.

Responses of Nigerian students to questions concerning

where they would prefer to retire in at old age are shown on

Table XXII. Also, twenty-five Nigerian employers were asked

to indicate their opinions concerning where Nigerian employees

would prefer to retire in at old age. Their responses are

shown on Table XXIII. Analysis of data on both tables,

reveals that most Nigerians would prefer to retire in villages

and not in towns or cities. For example, sixty per cent of

the male student and forty-four per cent of the female student

participants would prefer to retire in the village. Thirty

per cent of the male students and thirty-six of the female

students would prefer to retire in towns. Ten per cent of

male students and twenty per cent of the female students were

indifferent as to where they would retire.
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Close contacts are kept between the traditional and the

industrial sectors. Most workers spend their yearly paid

holiday in their home village; many workers pay even more

frequent visits home. There is a constant flow of money and

goods between the villages and the industrial areas: workers

send money and goods bought cheaply in town such as rice,

oil, clothing to relatives in the provinces; peasants come

to town, bringing foodstuffs with them. Economic reasons

appear to encourage workers to retire in village rather than

to remain in town; this can be explained by the fact that

old people can still work in their villages, whereas they

could no longer earn their life in town; food is also judged

to be cheaper in the villages where it is grown, than in

town.

Opinions of Nigerian students as to what profession

they would like their children to choose are shown in Table

XXIV. The participants were requested to check their first

choice among many alternatives such as a teacher, an

agriculturalist, a lawyer, a pstor, home economist, a

medical doctor, a psychologist, a sociologist, an engineer.

The data received revealed that teaching was a more popular

choice of profession than any other. Twenty per cent of all

the participants indicated that they would like their children

to be teachers. The whole fabric of the educational system

in Nigeria is dependent upon a sufficient supply of skilled
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TABLE XXIV

OPINIONS OF 150 NIGERIAN STUDENTS AS TO WHAT

PROFESSION THEY WOULD LIKE THEIR

CHILDREN TO CHOOSE

PROFESSIONS MALE FEMALE
N=105 N=45

Teacher 20 9

Agriculturalist 15 4

Lawyer 13 3

Pastor 9 3

Home Economist 8 10

Medical Doctor 9 4

Psychologist 6 1

Sociologist 8 2

Engineer 8 7

Others 9 2

TOTAL 105 45
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teachers at all levels. Unfortunately, Nigeria is exceedingly

short of skilled teachers at all levels, and this is a serious

handicap to educational development. Thirteen per cent of

the participants wanted their children to be agriculturalists.

The reason fr this may lie in the fact that the mainstay of

Nigerian economy is agriculture. Most Nigerians are aware

of two big problems hindering progress in Nigerian agriculture:

1) the development of new and improved methods of agriculture

and, 2) the use of up-to-date methods of soil conservation.

Recently, the national government initiated a series of

incentive programs such as free housing and low interest

government loans to attract young Nigerians to choose agri-

culture as a career.

Eleven per cent of the participants would like their

children to be lawyers. The bright political future that

usually goes with law in Africa particularly in Nigeria

continues to make law a very rewarding profession. Hence,

many parents look forward to such a time when a lawyer would

be born in their family.

Eight per cent of the participants would like their

children to be pastors. The increasing effort of both the

native pastors and missionaries to have many christian converts

continues to yield many good results. But Nigeria has always

been in dire need of trained native pastors who can take over

from missionaries who normally return to their countries at
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the expiration of their mission work in Africa. Also, there

are native pastors who need to be replaced after many years

of service.

Twelve per cent of the participants wanted their children

to be home economists. This is a new area yet to be explored

by Nigerians. Incidentally, three of the participants who

want their children to be home economists are studying home

economics or related areas in the United States. Considering

the impact of the knowledge of home economics in our lives,

it is felt that in no distant date, home economics will be

a popular profession in Nigeria.

Nine per cent of the participants said that they would

like their children to be medical doctors. Evidently there

is a shortage of medical doctors, however, the shortage of

medical staff is not due to any particular local circumstances

other than the small number of Nigerians who receive training.

Twelve per cent of the participants wanted their children

to be either a sociologist or psychologist. Until recently,

neither sociology nor psychology are offered at the college

and only two of the Nigeria's institutes for higher learning

are currently equipped to teach these courses. In these two

areas, the demand for qualified personnel to cope with psycho-

social problems is more than the supply. Eighteen per cent

of the participants wanted their children's professions to

be in the areas of engineering, architecture, politics, and
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aeronautics. Fifty per cent of the participants have their

college major or minors in areas related to the type of pro-

fession for which they would like their children to prepare.

Opinions as to the levels at which human resource

development instruction should be given in Nigeria are shown

on Table XXV. All the participants except one felt that

human resource instructions should be given at all levels

including elementary, secondary, teacher training, technical,

vocational and at the university levels.

Elementary School Level: All the participants except

one felt that human resource instruction should be given at

the elementary school level. Every relationship of later

life is influenced by the quality and nature of childhood

experiences. The society needs neither a child centered nor

an adult centered world, but rather, one which each member

may enjoy, and in which each participates, at his level of

maturity. Children need education for living in both the

home and in the community. In many of the developed nations,

human resource instruction is offered as a special subject

in many elementary schools, usually in the uppoer grades.

Human Resource Instruction at the Secondary Modern

School Level. Most children at this level fall between the

years of eleven and fifteen. All the participants felt that

human resource instruction should be given at this level.
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To many Nigerian children, this level is the end of formal

education; a relatively greater number are continuing their

education. At this level, fewer are getting vocational edu-

cation, whether for wage-earning or homemaking pruposes.

This is a period when children are beginning to grow away

from their home, which is as it should be. Many Nigerian

mothers at all economic levels work outside their homes and

their communities; many because it seems financially necessary,

some because they want to. In the lower economic groups and

in cases where there are no close elderly relatives to look

after the children, this may put a heavy burden of responsi-

bility and work upon the children of secondary modern school

level, a burden the children are not trained to assume.

Nigerian schools can be most helpful in interesting young

people in the life of the home and in helping the students

secure the learning necessary for the participation if ins-

truction is kept at their level of ability and of living.

Human Resource Instruction at the High/Grammar School

Level. All the participants wanted human resource instruction

to be given at high or grammar school level. Recently, the

Nigerian Commission on Secondary Schools at various conferences

has concerned itself with determining problems which are

important to the well-being of the individuals and the

community, and exploring ways in which these problems may

best be solved. In doing this, human resource development
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considered along with other fields in respect to its

responsibilities and contributions towards solving problems

of Nigerian society. But, unfortunately, less than five per

cent of the Nigerian Secondary or Grammar schools teach

marketable skills such that will be of value to the students.

Vocational Centers and Adult Education. All the

participants indicated that human resource programs should

be introduced at the Nigerian Vocational Centers. Currently,

Nigeria has twelve vocational centers--one center is located

at each one of the twelve newly created states. All the

twelve Nigerian states differ as to the underlying purpose

the vocational program is to serve.

All the participants indicated that human resource

instruction should be given at the adult level. Since less

than forty per cent of Nigerian population has formal school

education, the concept of adult education in Nigeria is

centered around remedial work, to give interested Nigerians

the education they missed at the appropriate time. The modern

Nigerian adult has a new role to play, that of being a husband

or wife, father or mother, co-manager of a home. Extension

of knowledge, changes in living, and scientific discoveries

coupled with foreign influences are affecting Nigerian society,

thereby creating a demand for a continuing education.

Teacher Training Colleges. Teacher training is a

specialized type of training for all would-be teachers. The
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trainees are graduating seniors drafted from secondary or

grammar schools. The teacher training programs usually last

two or four years depending on the level at which the trainee

wants to teach. All the participants indicated that human

resource instruction should be given at all teacher training

colleges.

Human Resource Instruction at the Nigerian Universities.

All the participants indicated that human resource instruction

should be given at the university level. There has been an

increasing concern in Nigeria as to the fact that college

experience should contribute to a well-adjusted, and well-

rounded person in all the relationships of life. It is

believed that a large portion of human resource programs can

help to meet the needs of the students and to contribute to

optimum development in ways personally satisfying and socially

desirable.

Summary and Conclusion

Nigeria, if it is to move rapidly from the eighteenth

century into the late twentiety century, will have to place

education into the mainstream of economic, social and cultural

development, for it seems inescapable that no major industrial

revolution can either take place or be sustained, no new

society can be built or maintained, in a country where the

masses are still held down largely by ignorance, and poverty.
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Traditional education pattern has contributed in no small

measure to the failure of social and economic progress in

Nigeria. A complete reassessment of the present educational.

system in the light of the changing circumstances is inevi-

table.

The presentation which follows is a summary,

recommendation and conclusion of the study. The summary

attempts to present the most important points in the study.

Data from chapter III provide the base for recommendation.

Also, comments made are based on my experience being a native

of Nigeria. However, knowledge gained in this area of study

through lectures and review of literature helped in making

some of the suggestions to be found in the next chapter.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, RECOMMENDAT IONS, AND CONCLUS IONS

Underemployment and unemployment of labor and to some

extent of land and capital resources are familiar features

of most economies. They are specially prominent elements

of developing economies at the stage that Nigeria has now

reached. In the process of economic development in Nigeria

it is essential that a high and rising level of employment

should be maintained in the various sectors of the economy:

in production, distribution and exchange of goods and ser-

vices. For such a heightened level of work opportunities to

be generated, certain preconditions must be met. Several of

these have particular meaning in present-day Nigeria.

First of all there must be a thorough and continuing

documentation of relevant facts. Also, understanding of

local cultures must sufficiently well informed that incen-

tive patterns can be designed which can go a long way

towards encouraging economic activities in village, town,

and city. Again, there must be adequate and continuing

supply of technical ability, and complete dedication to

the extension of such programs as will enable the most

effective use of the labor force and the provision of

178
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increasing opportunities for those without work. Such

programs for raising output and employment simultaneously

will need to be imaginative and well planned.

Underemployment of labor resources can be found in most

sectors of the Nigerian economy--in farming and in small

industrial enterprises, for example and should be regarded

as one aspect of low productivity which, in turn, is due to

inadequacy or ineffectiveness of co-operating factors: of

capital equipment, technical skills and entrepreneurial

ability. Therefore, the problem of reducing underemployment,

or, to put it in another way, of creating employment oppor-

tunities for all at rising levels of real income, is to a

large extent synonymous with the problem of development

itself. By stepping up the rate of investment and by

building capital and abilities at key points in the economy,

a growing number of people are absorbed into the productive

system for longer periods of their labor years and their

contribution becomes more effective.

The recent sample survey of unemployment in the major

cities of Nigeria by the Manpower Office, shows that the

number of unemployed persons is large and is growing rapidly.

Available evidence suggests that with a few years the total

unemployed persons in Nigeria could approach half a million.

Of the unemployed persons covered in the survey about ninety

per cent were males, ten per cent were females. And of the

total, some eighty-five per cent were less than thirty years
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of age (forty-five per cent being less than twenty years of

age, and forty per cent between twenty and thirty years of

age). Of the total recorded as without work, some sixty per

cent have not worked before, while about fifty per cent claim

to have done nothing productive for more than twelve months.

Thus it is apparent that unemployment of labor comprises

mainly male youths. Most are school leavers. They are to

be found not only in the cities and minor towns but also in

the rural areas where many spend time in their villages

hesitating about fully committing themselves to traditional

life and work. The number of the unemployed youths grows

each year; it is cumulative. It is estimated that during

1972-1978, about 400,000 school leavers will join the labor

market each year, whereas only a small proportion are likely

to find wage employment in the modern sector of the economy.

In addition there are formerly wage-paid, adult workers in

the cities, some of whom are semi-skilled, and other unskilled.

Their contest is to match the competition of the rising number

of applicants. Especially in cases where these adult unemployed

have accumulated immediate family responsibilities their

return to the rural areas is not easy; they have adjusted to

an urban pattern of living and they hold on tenuously. These

forms of unemployment can be explained within the context of

the expectations that people have about the kinds of jobs

they can get and the hard facts of the process of economic
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development. Although their expectations are for personal

and family gain, and perhaps for status, nevertheless they

are consistent with the much-needed driving force required

to reconstruct and develop the Nigerian economy.

Creation of suitable work for school leavers needs to

be given particular emphasis by Governments for several

reasons. Firstly, their numbers are rising. Secondly,

heavy expenditure of scarce public resources has had to

be devoted to their education. Thirdly, the great social

pressure resulting from the manner in which parents and

relatives have denied themselves other forms of expenditure

in order to promote children's education and thereby prepare

them for beginning tasks with a future in the improving

economy cannot be ignored; their own hopes are implicit

in the expectations of the younger, educated generation.

Fourthly, elementary education infuses the basic notion of

self-improvement and, in the minds of most school leavers,

this is incompatible with the technologically static

environment that often surrounds them in their home area.

Fifthly, unemployment of any kind, and youths form the prepon-

derant part of the total, has a high social and economic

cost: these unemployed reduce the disposable money income

of those who are working and distort the expenditure and

saving patterns of the immediate families with whom they are

staying; and their lack of useful work represents a high

waste of human resources.
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Jobless youths today include those with primary school

passes, those with full secondary modern schooling, and

withdrawals from secondary grammar schools (withdrawn

usually for reasons of finance). There may be a certain

number of those who have completed their courses at secondary

grammar schools, some with passes in school certificate and

some without. For some of those who have pased, there

remains the awkward gap between school leaving and gaining

entrance to universities. On account of the growing desire

and opportunities for education, the rate at which new,

educated recruits enter the employment market will continue

to rise. General indications from recent trends are that,

in the years ahead, unless the rate of growth of the economy

improves significantly, university graduates will be required

to accept employment at a lesser starting salary, and in

most cases with promotions coming less frequently; that school

certificate holders will require to take jobs of a lesser

order; that secondary modern and primary school leavers will

have little chance for wage-paid work.

The systematic elimination of underemployment and

unemployment in a developing economy like Nigeria is, by

its nature, a rather long-term problem which calls for steady

and persistent effort. The larger the increase in national

output striven for, the larger must be the demand for labor

of all kinds. Especially if this is the case, care must be

taken to adopt labor-intensive processes wherever technically
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and economically feasible. Thus, expansion of employment

opportunities at rising levels of real income will proceed

side by side with the development of the economy and, like

the development process itself, will become cumulative as

soon as there is a marked improvement in the capital equipment

of the economy.

But in the short run there will certainly be difficulties

of adjustment. There may appear to be a conflict, for example,

between the need to reduce the social cost of maintaining

unemployed labor and the need to increase the productivity

of labor. In the nature of things there will not always

be clear-cut answers to these difficulties. Unemployment

is, however, not merely an economic problem, it is a social

problem as well (replete with human values) and needs to

be viewed broadly. In framing employment policy in relation

to development, several criteria need to be borne in mind:

unused manpower should be drawn on to the maximum; capital

formation must be speeded up and technical efficiency

improved and thereby increase the productivity of labor; the

distribution of capital in new lines should be planned,

keeping in view the need to increase employment necessary

for an expanding economy. With at least ten per cent of the

present labor force unemployed, such imperatives as these

must be continuously scrutinized in relation to employment

creation. Decisive action must follow in moving as rapidly
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as possible towards the ultimate objective of full employment.

Employment objectives must receive the utmost priority in

development planning and programs.

Recommendations for Human Resource Utilization

Nigeria has now progressed to the point where fragmented

approach to resources development can and should be replaced

by a newer and more comprehensive approach. In considering

such a new approach, it must be emphasized that resources

development is everybody's business and is by no means the

exclusive jurisdiction of government; the thinking and co-

operation of all citizens and all sectors of Nigerian society

is required.

Underlying Assumptions of Human Resource Utilization. There

will be no resort to forced labor. This assumption is based

on the fact that Nigeria has ratified the relevant Conventions,

No. 29 of 1930 and No. 105 of 1957, of the International

Labor Organization. This fact does not, however, rule out a

certain high degree of persuasion, including advanced forms

of propaganda, relating to the choice of vocation and of the

opportunities and method of individual employment creation.

The Government will endeavor to work within the present

system of mixed economy and to improve its functioning.

Towards this end it is necessary that Governments should foster

such policies as will help to remove obstacles to the free flow
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of labor, capital and goods among Regions within Nigeria.

Also, the Government needs to intensify its efforts to help

increase employment opportunities of economically productive

nature.

In providing formal training facilities of whatever kind

for youths, the most strenuous efforts will be made to relate

these forms of vocational training to expected employment

opportunities.

Nigeria is characterized by unevenness in the distribution

of natural, human and capital resources; in particular, capital

and population density and the spread of education facilities

vary widely in relation to local resources. Public expenditures

on specific programs for output and employment creation will

thus not necessarily follow an even geographical spread. Rather

the economic principle of the best use of scarce resources will

be adhere to. For example, in the establishment of training

facilities and small industries in villages, and in the location

of farm schools.

When special public policies are designed to encourage a

higher level of output and employment, these will be balanced

between rural and urban areas, and among the various sectors

of the economy, in accordance with the broad objectivies and

priorities of the National Economic Plan.

The National Manpower Board will continue its efforts to

evolve an overall national policy for the effective elimination
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of unemployment. In doing so the Manpower Secretariat will

continue to co-ordinate regional programs.

A new and comprehensive approach relative to human

resource development should be characterized by the followings:

A New Priority for Human Resource Development. The

Government should accept that the time has come for the people

of Nigeria, through their representatives, to declare

explicitly its intention to make human resource development

a supreme national concern. The time has come also for an

explicit commitment of private and public energies toward

facilitating, to the greatest extent possible, the free and

creative development of every human being in Nigeria. In

other words, the time has come for humanitarian values and

social concern to be registered in a much more positive and

explicity way.

A New Emphasis on the Individual in Human Resource

Development. In making such a commitment to human resource

development, it is important, particularly from the standpoint

of preserving individual liberty, that the emphasis be laid

on the development of the individual human being in Nigerian

society. To ensure that expressions of social concern do not

conflict with the preservation of individual liberty, it is

imperative that the approach toward human resource development
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be oriented toward encouraging and enabling each individual

to develop voluntarily to the maximum degree that he himself

desires and to which he is capable. The Government's objective

in human resource development, therefore, is the free and

creative development of individual human beings. Only by

stressing the development of the individual can there emerge

a society the characteristics of which will be determined,

not by state planners, but by free and creative individuals

themselves.

A New Emphasis on Integration and Coordination. A

comprehensive approach to total resource development in

Nigeria calls for a new emphasis on integrating and coordi-

nating physical and human resource development. Such inte-

gration and coordination requires a precise understanding

of their interrelatedness, and a willingness and ability on

the part of many people to view both spheres of development

in proper perspective. Integration and coordination also

necessitates maintaining balance between physical and human

resource development, while at the same time maintaining

priorities. There is not, at the present time, an adequate

understanding of the interrelatedness of physical and human

resource development. The development of an overall perspective

and ways and means for maintaining proper balance and priority
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has been limited. Hence the necessity for a new emphasis

on factors relative to integration and coordination.

National Human Resource Policy for Nigeria. Human

resource policy can be defined as the constellation of measures

or, if it is clearly and consistently formulated, the strategy

for grappling with human resource problems. Reasons for an

explicitly stated human resource policy for Nigeria must

have the following objectives:

1. Provide an integrated and systematic statement of

the nation's commitments with regard to human resource

development, rather than a patchwork of ad hoc policies;

2. Serve as a firm base for establishment of institutions

and taking of actions to effect national policy;

3. Permit evaluation of manpower administration as it

actually relates to the goals of national development;

4. Permit conscious changes of policy for improvement or

to meet changed conditions.

Fortunately, Nigeria is one of the countries which has

already taken important steps toward achievement of integrated

manpower policy. The establishment of the National Manpower

Board and Secretariat represents a crucial first step. But

organizational arrangements alone are not sufficient, the way

in which manpower goals are formulated determines the policy

issues which the Board may be called upon to consider.
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Educational Directions. Nigeria's natural and human

resources remain largely untapped. Its greatest potential

and most valuable asset is its human resources--men, women

and children. Nigeria needs literate manpower to help

develop her natural resources adequately, since it is clear

that excellent programs in the areas of agriculture, health,

welfare, slum clearance, town planning, housing, maternity

and child welfare centers, costing millions of dollars may

fail to mature if the people are not educated to use modern

contrivances effectively.

To reach the masses of the Nigerian non-literate

population, that is to say, men, women and children, greater

emphasis must be placed on Nursery, Elementary and Adult

Education. In fact, in any dynamic society, all areas of

human activities are undergoing tremendous changes; conse-

quently, new ways of doing things, new problems, emerge as

old ones are resolved; new skills, new tools and new knowledge

open new vistas and again create new problems and challenges.

Highly skilled manpower calls for training at high levels,

preferably at the secondary and higher education level; but

high-level manpower cannot work in a vacuum and low-level

manpower must, therefore, be trained, lest high-level manpower

will have little or no supporting lower cadre of skills, and

this in turn will have to be done at the elementary level;

otherwise, the higher manpower will be forced to perform low-

level manpower function, thus wasting valuable human assets.
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It is therefore essential that Nigeria should develop all

levels of education, but greater emphasis or priority must

be placed on the introduction of human resource development

programs at all levels of instruction as indicated in chapter

three of this study.

Irrespective of whatever level of education is chosen

as the first priority, training and procurement of teachers

must precede all other considerations. Training of teachers

is an integral part of educational planning for any level

of education and, that being the case, the introduction of

elementary education or the development of secondary or high

education will presuppose the availability of teachers in

sufficient numbers to man the institutions. While there is

a dire need for personnel of university calibre at the top

level and a realistic need for personnel with secondary

education training for intermediate level, perhaps the only

levels that reach the grass roots in terms of the millions

of any given population are the primary and adult education

levels. These combined, are the ones that may do the greatest

good for the greatest number, provided the curriculum is

realistically planned and judiciously carried out.

Nigeria must develop its various levels of education

primary, secondary, technical, teachers, higher education

and other forms of education. But when the question of

priority arises as it always does, in terms of what level

gets the heaviest financial support and which gets the least,
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it seems that both elementary and adult education should

be given this place of honor for the following reasons. It

is democratic and is a great social leveller, in that all

children irrespective of their geographical location, the

economic limitations of their parents, the social status

of their fathers, the religious beliefs of the parents, will

have an opportunity for at least an elementary education.

It will, if adequately planned, help to arrest superstition,

ignorance and disease. Politically, it will help develop

intelligent citizens. Economically, it will help produce,

in the lower cadre of manpower, an intelligent working

class, literate consumers and producers of goods, village

craftsmen, artisans and the like. Culturally, it is through

a universal system of education or the education that reaches

every individual irrespective of age, sex, religion, tribe,

language, or geographic, economic or social status that

the culture of the people can be adequately transmitted and

new challenges that characterize the twentiety century can be

satisfactorily met. This also calls for the establishment

of village nurseries all over the federation and government

encouragement and leadership in research and new methods.

For education at the elementary level to take on new

and dynamic significance, it must make concerted effort to

train the child for some specific skills. It is very

essential therefore, that one solid year of this six or seven-

year primary education be devoted to apractical skill, for
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example, practical agriculture, carpentry, masonry,

auto-mechanics and bicycle repairing, smithery or carving,

weaving or sewing, shoe-making and shoe-repairing, commercial

or business training, etc.

Adult Education. The eradication of illiteracy is a

matter of national urgency and should be recognized and

treated as such. The objectives of adult literacy education

should be

1. to help the illiterate adult attain functional literacy

with a view to enabling him to acquire the art of

reading, writing and numeration;

2. to help him appreciate his economic, cultural and

political role within his own society;

3. to enable him understand his physical and biological

environment;

4. to help him improve his kills as a worker, thereby

improving his own living standards and thus contributing

to the economic development of his country;

5. and above all, to help him play his own role as a

good citizen of his nation and the world.

Literacy education should be carried out both at the

formal and informal levels and the use of the various media

of education such as evening classes, radio, television,

mobile cinema and posters should be fully explored.
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Literacy education should not be restricted to the

self-employed only. All non-literate workers in public and

private industries should be drawn into the picture. Indeed,

industry itself should play a major role in helping their

own employees in this direction.

To meet the urgency of the situation in Nigeria, the

Federal and the Regional Governments should set up a

National Committee for the Eradication of Illiteracy. This

Committee should be as representative as possible, to include

government, civic, religious, educational and youth interests.

It would be the primary function of the Committee

1. to co-ordinate the existing adult education programs

in the country, expand the program extensively and

provide the over-all leadership that is needed in this

direction;

2. to set up regional and local committees throughout

the federation;

3. to prepare new reading materials and improve old but

good ones: the committees will work with health and

agricultural authorities, primary, secondary, technical

schools and universities, and the regional ministries

of education with a veiw to adapting appropriate

reading materials on health, agriculture, general

science, commerce, etc.;
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4. to recruit in large towns and villages, clerks, army

personnel, professionals, technicians, teachers, clergy,

lay-readers, community workers and others for short

in-service teacher training courses in adult education;

5. to establish evening classes.

Improve Quality of Teachers. One obvious source of

weakness lies in the teaching profession itself. It has

been described as a "sick profession", and in some respects

it is so. The minimum qualifications for entry into the

profession are low. The traditional assumption that schools

can be run satisfactorily with a high proportion of untrained

teachers whose academic attainments are no higher than those

to which their pupils aspire has undoubtedly contributed

to the low status of the profession. For those with quali-

fications the salary scales are not comparable with those of

other types of employment, and the possibilities of promotion

within the profession are comparatively limited. Many

teachers are more concerned with getting better qualifications

than with carrying out their duties efficiently, and many

find it more remunerative to use their spare time in private

coaching and cramming private pupils for examinations. The

bridge character of the profession has become increasingly

significant making it even easier and more tempting than in

the past for teachers to leave the profession. The solution

to this aspect of the problem is primarily one of finance,
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but money alone will not improve the quality of the education.

There are other things to be done.

Part of the problem lies in design of the history and

geography syllabuses for the primary schools. When new

syllabuses involving the use of new material and new methods

of treatment are introduced not only have courses in the

training colleges to be changed but teachers already in-

service have to be re-equipped to deal with the new content

and the new methods. The failure to make adequate and

systematic provision for such in-service training is one of

the most marked weaknesses of the past and, indeed, the

present.

Until recently another factor contributory to the

failure of the schools to benefit from successful experiments

was the lack of effective means of rapidly disseminating

information about the experiments and how the results were

obtained. But, more frequently, failure to benefit from

experiments was due to a defect in the organization of the

colonial service itself. Not infrequently, the person

responsible for the design of an experiment and its imple-

mentation would he moved to other work before the experiment

could be completed. Or, alternatively, changes of duty did

not permit of the the appropriate follow-up. It might have

been expected that with political independence, and the

departure of the expatriate, a greater degree of stability
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within the profession would have been obtained. This, however,

has not been so. Apart from the frequency of turnover of

local personnel, the replacement of expatriates on a career

service basis by expatriates on short-term contracts has

increased the rate of turn-over of teachers and administrators.

The need for continuity of staff as a necessary concomitant

to successful development of syllabuses and teaching method

has not been recognized, and until it is, there is little

prospect of syllabuses, however good, being put into effect.

Approaches to High Level Native Manpower Development.

In view of the sizable shortage of skilled Native manpower

in many different areas, the first question that must be

answered is: where should the emphasis in human resource

development be placed? This point must be resolved because

available resources are limited. There is only so much money,

attention, effort, and expertise that can be devoted to educa-

tional programing. More critical, available talent is limited

among natives. There are a number of alternatives, for example:

1) Resources and talent could be directed toward producing

high level manpower which includes both senior and. intermediate

categories; 2) Resources could be invested in producing large

numbers of subprofessionals such as land resource technicians

or bookkeepers; 3) Or some combination of these manpower

policies could represent the optimal manpower development

investment.
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Analyzing native manpower development alternatives and

their differing program implications may assist corporations

in making these types of decisions. Obviously, such consi-

derations as program cost, sources of funding, and the

availability of technical expertise will also influence

program directions. There is however, a more central question

in Nigerian human resource development planning which rarely

receives adequate consideration: In view of the general

shortage of Native manpower, what types of occupational roles

would be best filled by Nigerians as opposed to expatriates?

The following four answers to this question suggest

different policy directions which must be considered in

Nigerian human resource development programs:

1. Natives should hold corporate position because their

cultural background will increase their understanding of

policy issues at hand and will enable them to make wiser

policy decisions. This consideration would require that

primary emphasis be placed on preparing Natives for Policy-

making roles such as business manager or program adminis-

trator. Less priority should be given to high level

corporate positions requiring primarily technical competencies

such as comptrollers or accountants.

2. Natives should hold corporate positions, because

highly competent Natives with prominent position will
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increase respect for Natives in the general community and

will provide role models for the next generation.

3. It is important for Nigerians to hold corporate

positions because corporations can, with a moderate

investment in training, help reduce the severe problem

of unemployment among those Natives who have few job market

skills. This point of view would require that primary

emphasis be placed on recruiting and training for such

subprofessional and clerical positions as land resource

technicians, draftsmen, surveyors, secretaries, book-

keepers, etc.

4. Nigerian should be prepared for those occupational

roles requiring high levels of interpersonal contact,

especially with villagers, because their cultural background

gives them greater rapport with each other than would occur

between Natives and non-Natives. Therefore, major emphasis

should be placed on subprofessional skills (such as community

service representative).

Native organizations concerned about preparing high

level Native personnel for executive roles need to focus on

education at early levels. A primary cause of the shortage

of Nigerians with high developed skills, for example, is

that the educational system currently does little to develop

the talents of gifted Nigerian students.
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A good approach to developing high level Native personnel

may be for corporations to offer scholarships and corporation

employment to certain talented Nigerian college students.

This approach might alleviate a major difficulty in increasing

the supply of highly educated Natives. Frequently, many

Nigerians do not go on to graduate school because of

tremendous pressures placed on those with batchelor degrees

to accept positions and offer substantial financial and

prestige incentives. While such efforts to secure Native

employees may result in an immediate benefit, more Natives

in middle level positions--these efforts may undermine the

long-term goal of getting more Natives in the highest level

positions. For example, Table XXI reveals that not many

Nigerians are holding higher positions in many of the Nige-

rian organizations. However providing Native graduate students

with both financial assistance and the security of knowing that

they are already participating in corporation affairs, cor-

porations could do much to encourage students to acquire the

education necessary for high level position.

The development of high-level Native manpower is not

a question of a special program here or there. It will

require changes at early levels of the educational system.

It will also require carefully developed education policies

designed to deal with such problem as securing immediate

benefits at the cost of later benefits. These types of
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problems will make it necessary to allocate responsibility

for Nigerian human development programs at a national level.

Subprofessional Native Manpower Development. While

very little attention has been paid to the problems of

developing high-level native manpower, substantial effort

has been expended on special training programs designed to

produce Native subprofessional or technical personnel. If

Native organizations decide that a major emphasis should

be on reducing unemployment or on increasing the quality of

human service personnel, then special training programs

should have priority. Experience has shown that special

training programs have many educational pitfalls. Problems

occur in training programs designed to prepare Natives for

new types of subprofessional roles. Too often the training

agency does not have a clear idea about the nature of the

new subprofessional role nor the type of preparation needed.

The result may be a training program haphazardly thrown

together and badly taught. In many cases the training may

consist of nothing more than an "expert parade" where a

group of high-status individuals, such as university professors,

and program administrators, each lectures for an hour. These

"experts" usually know little about the actual demands the

trainee will face on the job, and they often have little idea

of what the other speakers are presenting.
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Implications for Further Studies and Analyses

1. There is need for a nation-wide quantitative population

sample survey to determine the levels of employment, under-

employment and unemployment by type of activity, and related

questions such as migration. The survey would include

information on adults and youths, both male and female,

literate and non-literate. The internationally accepted

definitions of the International Labor Office should be

used for this purpose, with necessary modifications to

reflect Nigerian conditions. In particular, the possibi-

lity of using a broad concept of female labor force should

be examined.

2. There is need to ensure a thorough analysis of the

1974 census data to provide maximum information on the above

lines.

3. A detailed qualitative sample survey should be

undertaken in chosen areas of Nigeria in order to determine

the yearly family and hired labor commitment on farms.

4. There is need for research into the general problems

of rural development with particular reference to the use,

in areas of high unemployment or depressed agricultural

conditions, of a combination of community development,

stimulation of coopratives, improvement of village amenities,
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intensified agricultural extension work, etc., with a

view to evolving a strategy of rural development.

5. Research is needed into the effects of existing

land tenure arrangements on the efficiency and pro-

ductivity of agriculture.

6. Research should begin in order to assess the

relative importance of the values, interests, attitudes

and other socio-psychological factors, which influence

willingness to undertake and perform various kinds of

work.

7. Studies should be made to discover the suitability

of different courses of formal study, testing and

certification, for various occupations. Systematic

inquiries should also be made to find out not only

employers' requirements, but also their experiences in

employing people with varying educational attainments.

8. Work opportunities for the physically handicapped

need to be regularly assessed.

9. A combined project, involving both engineers and

social scientists, should be launched to discover the

relative merits of labor-intensive and capital-intensive

methods in executing various development prjects,

including public works.
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10. Government measures to combat underemployment

and unemployment should be continuously under review

with the object of making firm suggestions on how

these could be improved upon.

11. In developing proposals for human resource

development research, full use should be made of the

facilities in Nigeria's employment exchanges. The

development of the facilities for this purpose should

be undertaken by specialist officers on lines agreed

by the National Manpower Board.

12. In carrying out these research exercises the

fullest advantage should be taken of the experience of

other countries, especially in Africa (for example, the

Institute of National Planning, Cairo). By this means

field procedures and processing can be coordinated and

results made comparable.

13. In order to help bread through the cordon of

restraints that retard the progress of many of Nigeria's

indigenous small industries, it is recommended that an

Industrial Extension Service manned by technical experts,

and, in special cases, credit provision, to small

entrepreneurs, could be most valuable in enabling small

firms to compete with some of the imported consumer

products. Such help would illustrate the better use
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of existing resources, or assist the expansion of

existing facilities. The Industrial Extension Service

would also,

(a) assist in developing upgrading on-the-job training

programs of apprentices by master craftsmen;

(b) development and use of simple accounting

procedures;

(c) advise on better work processes, improved product

design, and introduction of new products;

(d) help by exploring the means for widening the

markets, for instance, by evolving quality

standards as a necessary prerequisite to a

co-ordinated "Buy Nigerian" campaign (led in the

demand for these products and services by Govern-

ments, statutory corporations, and the school

system); a specially designed marketing institution

might well supplement existing trade channels in

moving locally-produced goods to wider markets.

Raising production in this manner, spread by the small

industrialists' capacity to emulate, can raise the level

of employment.

14. It is recommended that Regional Governments explore

more closely the means by which school leavers of
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sufficient maturity can begin their careers as improved

farmers, at lower costs than as in existing farm centers,

especially in circumstances where land is available

close to their home villages or where this can be made

available through proper changes of land tenure, etc.

Such a program would be based largely on self-help.

The objective of such low-cost farm settlements would

be twofold; first, the youths would settle on expanding

economic farm units, and second, they would represent

an effective demonstration to adult village farmers of

the advantages of improved farming. As a consequence

they would make the work of farm extension more effective

in the village. Markets need to be explored to discover

the prospects of various combinations of local food and

of other cash crops. Such settlements would be based

on private enterprise but would be assisted to develop

co-operatives to facilitate purchasing farm requisites

and marketing products.

Research activities in all human resource development

related areas such as health, medicine, agriculture, and

natural resources should be pursued actively. These specia-

lized activities will make valuable contributions towards the

over-all development of Nigerian human resources. Also, it

would be of considerable benefit to all the African countries

if research findings in one is available to all through a

central research clearing house.
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Nigerian Urbanization Problems

Both Nigerian rural and urban people are characterized

by two factors: rural people depend on farming for their

livelihood. Also, rural people are scarttered, in contrast

to urban people who are crowded in cities. These characte-

ristics are associated with certain social problem. The

followings are the major urban problems:

The rural-urban drift of Nigerian youths and illetrate

adults in search of employment has created many urban problems.

Many immigrants to the cities do not find regular employment

for many months or years. Many of them do not come with the

intention to stay. Many do not bring their families, and

even those who bring their families often do not sever their

ties to the country-side. As seen in chapter III, the

Nigerian has a strong attachment to his place of birth. The

consequence of this imperfect and only partial integration of

the rural population into urban matrix is twofold: In the

first place, it creates within the urban area a population

with contradictory attachments, i.e., one group with primary

interests in and affiliation with the city, and another which

has no genuine sense of participation in the urban community

and regards its stay there as temporary and impermanent.

Secondly, this immigrant group does not form a "bridge"

between the urban and rural populations. On the contrary,

the mass of persons in this group remain at the very bottom

edge of the urban social structure, and since they often do
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not attain regular employment, they do not settle down

permanently and do not form a lasting loyalty towards other

groups or institutions in the city.

Regardless of the nature of Nigerian attachment to his

place of residence, urban problems continue to soar. For

example, just as many rural problems spring from the wide

dispersal of the population, so do many urban problem spring

from its concentration. In the central areas of the larger

cities concentration reaches fantastic proportions and traffic

becomes painfully congested when tall office buildings fill

and empty. Crowding also creates housing difficulties. Of

course poor housing exists in rural areas as well as in the

city; but the concentrated poor housing of city slums creates

intolerable living conditions. Probably it is the presence

of slums, along with the dirt, smoke, noise, and the general

stress of city life, that accounts for the poorer average

health and shorter average life expectancy of Nigerian people.

The crowded conditions of city life also make for

anonymity. In Nigerian village or small town a man knows his

relatives and members of other families. Even if he does not

know each one of them individually, he at least knows their

families. Under such conditions it pays to watch one's step.

If a man commits a misdeed, the fact is noted, gossiped about,

and remembered. In contrast, city people lead an anonymous

existence. Unless a man is very famous or very notorious, his

comings and goings are little noted. Most city people, then,
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are without the strong social pressure that tends to hold

village people in line. Therefore it is not surprising that

urban crime and delinquency rates tend to be high. Of course

there is no reason to suppose that city people are intrinsi-

cally less moral than country people, but they lack the omini-

present social control characteristic of rural life.

The Nigerian urban economy is like a delicate machine;

the failure of one small, but essential part, can slow up the

whole machine, or render it inoperative. For example, the

breakdown of the power system, the bursting of a principal

water main, or a strike of transportation workers have

caused a disproportionate amount of inconvenience. Nigerian

cities like any other cities are particularly vulnerable to

great disasters, fires, floods, hurricanes, or enemy attacks.

The toll of dead and injured mounts rapidly in a city,

precisely because there are so many people there.

Inter-tribal Jealousies and Rivalries. The growth of

Nigerian urban cities brought with it undue jealousies and

rivalries more intensified than that which used to be expe-

rienced in villages and small towns. A contributory factor

in this case is the existence of many tribes and clans whose

history, background and culture are totally different.

Political independence did not succeed immediately in getting

all these tribal groups to replace tribal loyalty with national

patriotism. Northerners who migrate to the south in search
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of employment are regarded as strangers vice versa. The net

effect is that in many spheres of life, whether in industry,

commerce or government, nepotism and tribalism exert undue

influence. Mobility of qualified and experience personnel

from one region to another is hampered. In the north, this

has resulted in an excessive dependence on expensive European

personnel in both executive and supervisory posts. This is

discussed in chapter III.

Population and Problem of Child-deliquencies. In

addition to rural-urban drift other factors contribute to the

massive population of Nigerian cities. Because of the impor-

tance of having one or more sons to carry on the family name

and as a hedge against the high child death rate many Nigerian

families have more than four children. This was discussed in

chapter III. With both father and mother gainfully employed

outside their homes, Nigerian family is becoming less stable

and more subject to deteriorating forces. There are greater

opportunities for conflicts between husband and wife. Unfor-

tunately, the walls of extended family are collapsing in many

areas. Consequently there are evidences of delinquent and

criminal behavior among Nigerian youths.

Other urban problems in Nigeria arising as a result of

city-ward drift include medical care, modern crime, alcoho-

lism, family conflicts, and political corruptions. Also,

illeteracy, tribal conservatism, and resistance to change are
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among the major problems in both rural and urban areas of

Nigeria. In Nigeria the drift away from the land appears

irreversible. The Nigerian government is well aware of the

social and political implications of these trends. To remedy

the situation, employment must be assigned a high priority

in industrial planning. It seems logical for Nigerian govern-

ment to plan to create employment opportunities on the rural

areas thereby avoid the mass drift to cities. Even though

there are many problems involved in this approach, but with

the government support it will not be difficult to find pros-

pective investors especially among the natives who want to

start businesses near their homes. Resistance to change can

be avoided in Nigeria through mass media of communication and

mass persuasion, personal contacts and exposing the natives

to new knowledge and information through participation in

the processes of change.

Nigeria must be aware of the implications of a rapidly

growing population creating insummountable difficulties in

achieving economic development and social up-lift. Provisions

have to be made for making available contraceptive supplies

and services to all fertile couples regardless of their age,

parity, social status, and economic means. As a welfare

state, it is an onerous duty of the National Government to

make sure that the circumstances of individuals do not obs-

truct the fulfillment of their desire in checking pregnancy.

Family planning programs and incentives to implement them
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should be introduced. A national attack on urban problems

is often rendered difficult by antiquated system of municipal

administration. But, based on Nigerian Government's recent

approach of total involvement of the citizens in solving

national problems, it is proper to say that Nigeria can solve

her problem.

Conclusions

The human resources are undoubtedly the most valuable

resource potential that Nigeria possesses. If these resources

are not developed and applied effectively, the physical and

natural resources cannot be converted into useful wealth

to meet the expectations and needs of Nigeria's burgeoning

population.

Universal schooling should improve the quality of the

work produced by Nigerian labor; it should raise workers'

motivations; and it should give them a background of knowledge

to draw upon in making decisions. It may be suggested that

Nigeria is extending her primary education plant at the cost

of secondary school facilities. Moreover, other worthwhile

areas are necessarily neglected. Nigeria now graduates

hundreds of thousands each year from her primary schools,

most of whom cannot further their education. Unless more

attention is paid to this situation, unless priorities are

altered, Nigeria will soon be faced with a disilusioned,

semi-educated mass of young people.
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Nigeria's rapid industrialization cannot materialize

without proper internal management. If the established

industries are to contribute their share to the success of

the industrialization program all aspects of modern scientific

management must be applied. The central problem of industrial

management is how to meet the pressing need for expansion in

the midst of shortages both of capital and of skilled manpower.

This calls for the highest strategies in organization, pro-

duction techniques, sales methods and financial management.

Much of the failure of the small locally-owned establishments

to play an increasing .role in the Nigerian industrial sector

as compared with their larger foreign-owned counterparts is

due to poor management standards. If local entrepreneurs are

to avail themselves of the modern techniques of management,

they must seek further training. Other steps needed to

improve management standards lie in the expansion of employment

opportunities for trained high-level manpower.

If rapid industrialization is tormaterialize, traditional

social values will have to be modified to suit an era in

which the role of science and technology is accepted. Far-

reaching technological innovations, if they can be achieved

in Nigeria, must also involve great changes in the scale of

group loyalties, and the relative prestige of the different

occupations and social activities. No nation can attain

real scientific and technological maturity if social values
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attract the best of the nations' brains into politics, law

or literary careers, not will adequate high-calibre skilled

manpower be raised if "white-collar" jobs are allowed to

retain their snob value. In order to reflect their depen-

dence on science and technology, advanced countries have

found it useful to create awards and honors for technical

and scientific achievement, to establish national research

institutes and academies of science. Nigeria can likewise

found a modest national research council. It must be realized

that Nigeria's economy, like those of many other developing

countries with a democratic form of government, works through

persuasion rather than through Government control and direc-

tion. In particular when it concerns human resource

development the provision of appropriate incentives is of

fundamental importance if people of the right calibre are to

be attracted into science and technology.

It is no legend that there is a scarcity of qualified

Nigerian managers. Time, money and education will deal with

the problem. Meanwhile, expatriate corporations will have

the added expenses of supplying non-Nigerian managers and

operating expanded training programs. Prosperous Nigerian

entrepreneurs in other fields have, for the most part,

steered clear of manufacturing. Until these vigorous men

have a change of heart, fewer Nigerians will have an oppor-

tunity to acquire managerial skills. Beyond this, the
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development of industry will continue to be dependent on

the Nigerian governments and expatriate firms.

Confidence in the future is, however, assured by the

fact that plans are being made for the development of higher

education, science and technology, technical and vocational

education, primary and secondary education. Therefore, one

can look forward to a future in which Nigeria can hold her

own among the advanced nationa of the world. There is every

assurance that by the end of twentieth century, Nigeria will

be contributing to the peace of the world and the progressive

development of mankind.
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14642 Las Flores
Dallas, Texas
October 1, 1974

Dear:

When I return to Nigeria, I plan to help in making

the people aware of various benefits that can be derived

from the development of human resources. Also, I hope

to help in establishing human resource development
programs that will be adaptive to the needs of the

people and Nigeria's national development as a whole.

In order that I may organize and plan ahead, I have

prepared a questionnaire to be completed by selected
Nigerian students both from Nigerian college campuses
and in the United States. The results of the questionnaire
will be used to formulate human resource programs suitable
for training various groups including boys and girls,
adults, men and women, secondary school students, college
and university students.

Your cooperation in completing the attached form will
be appreciated. Please, use the enclosed stamped, self-
addressed envelope for your reply which I need by November
25, 1974.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Adewuyi
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. SEX: Male , Female , Age .

2. Married , Single

3. I have 1 , 2 _ , 3 _ , 4 or more wives_.

4. I haveO _,1 _, 2

3 , 4 or more children__

5. Compared to your brothers and sisters are you the:

only child , oldest child

second oldest , youngest

other, (please specify)

6. Is your father presently living? Yes ___, No _

If no, how old were you when he died? Years old

7. Below is a list of occupation. Please check the

category which best describes your father's occu-

pation during the formative years of your life.

Occupation Father

Farming

Semiskilled (factory, etc.)

Semiskilled (clerical)

Skilled (production, machinist etc.)

Skilled (office)

Business (foreman or supervisor)

Business (manager or staff job)

Business (owner, partner)

Professional (medicine, law, etc.)
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8. Did your father graduate from a university?

Yes , No

If yes, from which university

9. Did your father attain a graduate or professional

degree?

Yes , No

If yes, what degree?

EDUCATION, TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

1. Are you a high school graduate?

Yes , No

2. How many years of undergraduate college education

have you completed?

Less than _1, 1 , 2 , 4

3. Do you hold any undergraduate degree?

Yes , No

If no, skip to question 14.

(a) What degree? , From which univer-

(b)

(c)

sity

In what year did you receive it?

What was your class standing at graduation?

Top 1/4 of class

Top 1/2 of class

Top 3/4 of class

Lower 1/4 of class

II

0

"
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4. Did you receive any acadmic honors at the

university? (Check all that apply)

(a) Phi Beta Kappa

(b) Graduation with distinction or honors

(c) Beta Gamma Sigma

(d) Scholarship for Acadmic Performance

(e) Beta Alpha Psi

(f) Other, describe

(g) Prize Awards

(h) Other, describe

5. Did you attend university primarily:

In the day-time

In the evening

6. To what degree did you personally contribute to

the financing of your undergraduate education?

(a) None

(b) Less than 25%

(c) 25 - 49%

(d) 50 - 75%

(e) More than 75%

7. Have you even attended a university at the graduate

or professional level?

Yes , No

If no, skip to question 8
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(a) How many years of graduate or professional

education have you completed?

1

2

3

4 or more

(b) Please list below any

degree you hold:

Year
Degree University Received

(c)

graduate or professional

Major Field
of Study

Under what conditions did you take

graduate or professional training?

As a full-time student,
work except in summer

As a full-time student,

part-time

As a part-time student,

also

As a part-time student,
job besides

As a full-time student,
besides.

Honors, if any
at Graduate Level

most of your

doing no outside

also working

working part-time

holding full-time

holding full-time
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8. Check the extent of emphasis you feel should be given

the following areas in the university curriculum for training

future managers in Nigeria. Check one column for each item.

SUBJECT AREA MUCH SOME LITTLE NONE

Communication Skills (oral

and written) -- -- -- --

Human Relations

Organization Behavior

Marketing

Economics

Management, Administration
and Business Policy -- --

Mathematics & Statistics

Computer Technology

Accounting and Control

English Composition

Art, Music & Literature

Foreign Language

Physical Sciences (including
Engineering) -

History

Government, Political Science

Sociology and Psychology

Agriculture

Finance

Law

Others
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9. What traits and characteristics do you consider

most important for management career in Nigeria?

TRAITS VERY NOT
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

Technical Skills (cost
accounting EPT, chart

of accounts, etc.)

Creativity (developing
new & cimproved ways
to handle current
activities)

Leadership (ability
to get things done

through other people

Administration (orga-
nization & planning
of systems & proce-
dures)

Aggresiveness (capacity
to push forward ideas
in which you strongly
believe)

Decisiveness (ability
to make decisions on
available information
even if limited)

Analytical Skill (abi-
lity to weight "facts"
& make clear, concise

and usually accurate
judgements)

Adaptability (capacity
to change ideas, direc-

tions and methods)
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TRAITS VERY NOT
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

Loyalty & Cooperation
(dedication to job,
company & ability
to cooperate for the
company good)

Training Skill (ability
to develop, strengthen
& improve the compe-
tence of subordinates)

Communication Skills
(ability to get your

ideas across)

Others, specify

10. With which of the following training and development

programs are you generally familiar with, which are

conducted or supported by your present or past employer?

NOT GENERALLY COMPANY I HAVE
FAMILIAR FAMILIAR SUPPORTED PARTICIPATED

International
Correspon-
dence School

Management
Trainee
Programs

University
Extension
Programs
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NOT GENERALLY COMPANY I HAVE
FAMILIAR FAMILIAR SUPPORTED PARTICIPATED

Data Processing
Workshops

Work Simpli-
fication

Zero Defects

Human Rela-
tions Seminars

Technical
Seminars

T-Group
Training

Managerial
Grid Seminars

Toastmasters
Club

Decision
Making
Wokshops

Management
by Objectives

Value
Analysis

Others,
Specify

1

mmmmmr
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11. Check the appropriate columns how much is needed in

each of the following programs for the development of

Nigerian employees. Check one column for each item.

PROGRAMS MUCH LITTLE NONE

Formal Development Programs
(highly organized, specific
content, set meetings etc.)

Informal Development Programs
(Intradepartment meetings,
conferences, etc.)

Company Sponsored Programs Out Of
Plant (Business Administration
Seminars, University Programs etc)

Programs Stressing Technical Skills
(Special Knowledge in Accounting,
Computer Technology, etc.)

Formal Programs of Job Rotation

Programs Stressing Administrative
Skills (Planning, Organizing,
Integrating & Measuring Work etc)

Special Programs Stressing
Interpersonal Relationships
(Sensitivity Training, Performance
Appraisal Discussion, etc.)

Programs designed specifically
for younger more recent employees
in their early career (to age 30)

Programs designed specifically
for management personnel in
their mid-career (age 30-45)

Programs designed specifically
for management personnel in their
advanced career (over age 45)

Others, specify

. .. ,a ,.,..
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12. Check the appropriate columns to indicate how much

of the following programs you feel should be supported

and encouraged by Nigerian Employers.

PROGRAMS MUCH LITTLE NONE

Tuition Refund Programs

Refunding the Cost of Books,
Supplies, etc.

Released Time From Work

Special Recognition Upon
Completion of Internal
Course or Program (presentation
of certificate, article in
company newspaper, etc.)

Formal Development Programs
Within the Company

Informal Development Programs
Within the Company -

Company Sponsored Programs
Out of Plant

Programs Stressing Technical
Skills --

Programs Stressing Administrative
Skills

Special Programs Stressing
Interpersonal Relationships ----s.--.--

Others, Specify
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13. Below is a list of some of the general organization

functions, please indicate for each function the degree

to which you are involved or planned to be involved.

Not
FUNCTIONS Highly Somewhat Involved

Involved Involved At All

Planning: Determining
goals, policies, and
courses of action. Work
scheduling, goals or
standards, preparing
agendas, programming.

Investigating: Collecting
and preparing information,
usually in the form of
records, reports, and
accounts. Inventorying,

measuring output, pre-
paring financial
statements, recordkeeping,
performing research, job
analysis.

Coordinating: Exchanging
information with people
in the organization other
than subordinates in
order to relate and adjust
programs. Advising other
departments, expediting,
liaison with other mana-
gers, arranging meetings,
informing superiors,
seeking other departments'
cooperation.
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Not
FUNCTIONS Highly Somewhat Involved

Involved Involved At All

Evaluating: Assessment
and appraisal of proposals
or of reported or observed
performance. Employee
appraisals, judging output
records, judging financial
reports, product inspection,
approving requests, judging
proposals and suggestions.

Supervising: Directing,
leading, and developing
subordinates. Counseling
subordinates, training
subordinates, explaining
work rules, assigning
work, disciplining,
handling complaints of
subordinates

Staffing: Maintaining the
work force of a unit or
of several units. College
recruiting, employment
interviewing, selecting
employees, placing emp-
loyees, promoting
employees, transferring
employees

Negotiating: Purchasing,
selling, or contracting
for goods or services.
Tax negotiations, con-
tacting suppliers,
dealing with sales rep-
resentatives, advertising
products, collective
bargaining, selling to
dealers or customers
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Not
FUNCTIONS Highly Somewhat Involved

Involved Involved At All

Representing: Advancing
general organizational
interests through
speeches, consultation,
and contacts with indi-
viduals or groups
outside the organization.
Public speeches, commu-
nity drives, news releases,
attending conventions,
business club meetings.

Employees: Employee
relations activities
such as recruiting,
hiring, training,
promotion, transfer,
discipline, collective
bargaining, employee
appraisal, and wage and
salary administration

Finances: Collection,
receipt, and payment
of funds, budgeting,
credit, securities,
loans, and financial
accounting & reporting

Materials and Goods:
Determination of
materials standards or
orders, receipt, ins-
pection, inventorying,
storing, transfer,
issurance and processing
of all finished and
raw goods.
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Not
FUNCTIONS Highly Somewhat Involved

Involved Involved At All

Purchases and Sales:
Market forecasts,
buying, selling,
advertising, pro-
motion, and
distribution of
goods and services.

Methods and Procedures:
Analysis, revision,
and installation of
procedures and
methods

Facilities and Equipment:
Installation, matenance,
and determination of
standards or orders for
facilities and equipment
used in the business
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Please, check in the appropriate column as honestly

as you can.

a. Major concern of management in Nigeria is:

Market , Technical Problems

Skilled Personnel , Financial

Climate

b. Trend in employment in Nigeria since 1964 can be

described as:

Slowly decreasing , Stable

Slowly expanding , Rising Rapidly

c. Major factor affecting level of employment in Nigeria

is:

Labor , Market

Technical Change , Depopulation

Lack of Skills

d. In Nigeria, most manufacturing firms look for:

Unskilled workers , Skilled workers ,

Primary school leavers , Others, specify

e. Major problem with Nigerian labor force is:

Qualification , Moral Qualities ,

Authority ____, Poligamy , No major Problem .
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f. In your opinion, expatriate labor force in percent of

total labor in Nigeria is:

3% or Less , 4 to 6% , 7 to 9%

10 to 15% , Over 15%

g. Percentage of expatriate foremen in Nigeria is:

Nil , lto 20% , 21 to 30%

31 to 40% , 41 to 50% , 51 to 75%

Over 75%

h. Turnover (Nigerian/African) labor within the last two

years:

No Change , Faster Turnover

Slower Turnover

i. Turnover of expatriate labor within the last two years:

No Change , Faster Turnover

Slower Turnover

j. :Nigerian employment contracts is:

Mostly oral , Mostly written

Written only for higher wage-grades

k. Wage determination in Nigeria is usually by:

Collective , Agreements

Management Choice
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1. Effective working hours per week in Nigeria should be:

Under 40 hours , 40 to 42 hours_ _

43 to 45 hours , 46 to 48 hours

Over 48 hours

m. According to your experience, which of these is the

most effective factor of motivation in Nigeria:

Challenging Job , Recognition

Growth , Advancement

Feeling of Achievement , Responsibility

Work itself , All of these

Others, specify

n. Are monetary incentives effective means of increasing

productivity in Nigeria?

Yes , No , Indifferent

o. What do you think is the attitude of Nigerian/African

workers towards their jobs?

No Involvement

Foremen more involved than workers

Satisfactory Involvement

p. What do you think is the attitude of Nigerian/African

workers towards machines?

Favorable , Unfavorable ____, Pessimistic ,

Unfavorable Optimistic , No opinion
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q. When you are old, you prefer to retire in:

Town , In a village

Indifferent

r. In relation to the other means you use for your own

self-education, what degree of emphasis do you place

on reading current business and technical literature?

Considerable Emphasis

Above Average Emphasis

Below Average Emphasis

Almost no Emphasis

s. What do you think is the generally policy of Nigerian

employers towards continuing education?

Strongly encouraged and subsidized

Strongly encouraged but no subsidized

Subsidized but individual must initiate _

Little formal encouragement or subsidy

No formal policy

t. Check your first choice, as a parent, I like my child

to be:

Teacher , Agriculturalist , Lawyer ,

Pastor , Home Economist , Medical Doctor _,

Psychologist , Sociologist , Engineer ,

Industrial Worker , Others, specify .
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u. Human resource development programs should be

introduced at the following levels:

Yes No

Primary/Elementary School Level ( ) ( )

Secondary Modern School Level ( ) ( )

High/Grammar School Level ( ) ( )

Teacher Training Colleges ( ) ( )

Vocational Centers and Adult
Education ( ) ( )

Technical Institutes ( ) ( )

Universities ( ) ( )



14642 Las Flores
Dallas, Texas
October 1, 1974

Dear:

When I return to Nigeria, I plan to help in making
the people aware of various benefits that can be derived
from the development of human resources. Also, I hope
to help in establishing human resource development
programs that will be adaptive to the needs of the
people and Nigeria's national development as a whole.

In order that I may organize and plan ahead, I have
prepared a questionnaire to be completed by selected
Nigerian employers. The results of the questionnaire will
be used to formulate human resource programs suitable for
training various groups including boys and girls, adults,
men and women, secondary school students, college and
university students.

While it is possible that a few questions may not
at first seem applicable to your organization, please try
your best to answer every question. I assure you that
your answers will be kept completely confidential.
Enclosed is a stamped, self-addressed envelope for your
reply which I need by November 25, 1974.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph Adewuyi
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

a. Name of your Organization:

b. Type of Business: Manufacturing

Retailing , Education

Government , General Services

Others, specify

c. Total number of employees:

Male , Female

d. Number of years of operation at the present location:

l1to 10 , 11 to 20 , 21 to 30 ,

31 to 40 , 41 to 50 , 51 and Over ___

e. Your organization is owned and sponsored:

Solely by Nigerians

Both by Nigerian's & Foreign nationals'

Owned by Nigerian Government

II. GENERAL INFORMATION

Please check in the appropriate column as honestly as

you can:

a. Major concern of management in Nigeria is:

Market , Technical Problems

Skilled Personnel , Financial

Climate
"
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b. Trend in employment in Nigeria since 1964 can be

described as:

Slowly decreasing , Stable

Slowly Expanding , Rising Rapidly

c. How much % of your manpower resources is from foreign

country (outside Africa)?

1 to 10% , 11 to20%

21 to 30% ,31 to 40%

41 to 50% , Over 51%

d. Major factor affecting level of employment in Nigeria

is:

Labor , Market

Technical Change , Depopulation

Lack of Skills

e. In Nigeria, most manufacturing firms look for:

Unskilled workers , Skilled workers

Primary school leavers , Others, specify .

f. Major problem with Nigerian (African) labor force is:

Qualification , Moral Qualities ,

Authority , Poligamy

No major problem
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g. In relation to sources of manpower, which of the

followings will be applicable to your Organization:

i. Most job applicants are from the cities:

Yes

No

ii. Most job applicants are from rural areas:

Yes

No

iii. Most job applicants are from other countries in

Africa:

Yes

No

h. In your opinion, expatriate labor force in percent of

total labor in Nigeria is:

3% or Less , 4 to 6% _ _

7 to 9% , lOto15%_ _

Over 15%

i. Percentage of expatriate foremen in Nigeria is:

Nil , lto 20%

21 to 30% __, 31 to 40%

41 to 50% , 51 to 75%

Over 75%

7

"
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j. Which of the following high positions in your

Organization are heing held by Nigerians, other

Africans, and Expatriates:

Nigerians
Other

Africans Expatriates

President

Treasurer

Controller

V.P. Mfg. Services

Purchasing Director

V.P. Marketing and
Public Relations

V.P. Personnel

k. Turnover (Nigerian/African) labor within the last two

years:

No Change , Faster Turnover

Slower Turnover

1. Turnover of expatriate labor within the last two years:

No Change , Faster Turnover

Slower Turnover

m. Nigerian employment contracts is:

Mostly Oral

Mostly Written

Written only for higher wage-grades

.
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n. Wage determination in Nigeria is usually by:

i. Collective Agreements

ii. Management Choice

o. Effective working hours per week in Nigeria should be:

Under 40 hours , 40 to 42 hours_ _

43 to 45 hours , 46 to 48 hours

Over 48 hours

p. Which of these is the most effective factor of motivation

in Nigeria:

Challenging job , Recognition

Growth , Advancement__

Feeling of achievement , Responsibility

Work itself , All of these

Others, specify

q. Are monetary incentives effective means of increasing

productivity in Nigeria?

Yes , No

Indifferent

r. What do you think is the attitude of Nigerian/African

workers towards their jobs?

No Involvement__

Foremen more involved than workers

Satisfactory involvement
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s. What do you think is the attitude of Nigerian/African

workers towards machines?

Favorable , Unfavorable

Pessimistic , Unfavorable Optimistic

No Opinion

t. Do most of your retiring employees prefer to retire in:

Town , In vollage , No idea .

III EDUCATION, TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

As an employer indicate the levels' at which you

feel human resource development programs should be

introduced in Nigeria:

Yes No

a. Primary/Elementary School Level ( ) ( )

b. Secondary Modern School Level ( ) ( )

c. High/Grammar School Level ( ) ( )

d. Teacher Training Colleges ( ) ( )

e. Vocational Centers & Adult Education ( ) ( )

f. Technical Institutes ( ) ( )

g. Universities ( ) ( )
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2. Check the extent of emphasis you feel should be given

the following areas in the university curriculum for training

future managers in Nigeria. Check one column for each item.

SUBJECT AREAS MUCH SOME LITTLE NONE

Communication Skills

(Oral and written)

Human Relations

Organization Behavior

Marketing

Economics

Management, Administration
and Business Policy __

Mathematics & Statistics

Computer Technology

Accounting & Control

English Composition

Art, Music & Literature

Foreign Languages

Physical Sciences (including
Engineering)

History

Government, Political Science

Sociology and Psychology

Agriculture

Finance

Law
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3. In relation to other means of encouraging self education,

what degree of emphasis does your organization place on

reading current business and technical literature?

a. Considerable Emphasis

b. Above average Emphasis

c. Below average Emphasis

d. Almost no Emphasis

4. What do you think is the general policy of Nigerian

employers towards continuing education?

a. Stongly Encouraged and
Subsidized

b. Strongly encouraged but
not Subsidized

c. Subsidized by individual
must initiate

d. Little formal encouragement
or subsidy

3. No formal policy
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5. Check the appropriate columns to indicate how much of

the following programs should be supported and encouraged

by Nigerian employers.

PROGRAMS MUCH LITTLE NONE

Tuition Refund Programs

Refunding the Cost of books,
supplies etc.

Released time from work

Special Recognition upon
completion of internal course
or programs (presentation of
certificate, article in
company newspaper, etc.)

Formal Development programs
within the company

Informal Development programs
withing the company

Company Sponsored Programs
out of Plant

Programs Stressing
Technical Skills

Programs Stressing
Administrative Skills

Special Programs Stressing
Interpersonal Relationships



Which of the following training and development

programs are conducted and supported by your Organization?

PROGRAMSCOMPANY NOT
CONDUCTED SUPPORTED FAMILIAR

International Corres-
pondence School

Management Trainee
Programs

University Extension
Programs

Data Processing
Workshops

Work Simplification

Zero Defects

Human Relations
Seminars

Technical Seminars

T-Group Training

Programmed Instruction

Managerial Grid
Seminars

Toastmasters Club

Decision Making
Workshops

Management by
Objectives

Value Analysis

6.
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7. As an employer, what traits and characteristics

would you consider most important for a management

career.

TRAITS VERY NOT
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

Technical Skills (Cost
Accounting, EDP, charge
of Accounts, etc.)

Creativity (Developing
new & improved ways
to handle current
activities)

Leadership (Ability
to get things done

through other people

Administration
(Organization and
Planning of systems
and Procedures)

Aggressiveness (Capacity
to push forward ideas
in which you strongly
believe)

Decisiveness (Ability
to make decisions on
available information
even if limited)
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VERY NOT
TRAITS IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

Analytical Skill
(Ability to weigh
"facts" and make
clear, concise, and
usually accurate
judgements)

Adaptability (Capacity
to change ideas, direc-
tions and methods)

Loyalty & Cooperation
(Dedication to job,
company and ability
to cooperate for the
company good

Training Skill (Ability
to develop, strengthen
and improve the com-
petence of subordinates)

Communication Skills
(Ability to get your
ideas across)
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8. Check the appropriate columns how much your Organization

would consider needed in each of the following programs for

Nigerian manpower development. Check one column for each item.

PROGRAMS MUCH LITTLE NONE

Formal Development Programs
(Highly organized, specific
content, set meetings, etc.)

Informal Development Programs
(Intra-department meetings,
conferences, etc.)

Company Sponsored Programs Out
Of Plant (Business Administration
Seminars, University Programs etc)

Pro rams Stressing Technical Skills
(Special knowledge in Accounting,
computer technology, etc.)

Formal Programs of Job Rotation

Programs Stressing Administrative
Skills (Planning, organizing, inte-
grating & measuring work, etc.)

Special Programs Stressing Inter-
personal Relationships (sensiti-
vity training performance
appraisal discussions, etc.)

Programs designed specifically
for younger more recent employees
in their early career (to age 30)

Programs designed specifically
for management personnel in
their mid-career (age 30-45)

Programs designed specifically
for management personnel in their
advanced career (over age 45)
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9. Please, kindly send to me a copy of your policy

programs relating to training and development of your

employees. Thank you.
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